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PREFACE

This is a study of the Champaign-Urbana (C-U) Negro community,
where in the spring of 1961 a campaign was organized to force J. C. ·
Penney to hire Negro sales personnel in the new store they were soon to
open in Champaign, Illinois.

This militant action surprised all those

who were familiar with C-U1s Negro

ghetto.)~

For as long as they could

remember, and this goes back many decades, no concerted demonstrative
action against discrimination had ever emanated from this Negro community.
In 1938 when I entered the University of Illinois I became aware
of and maintained some contact with the Negro community until 1941 when
I left the campus .

During those three y ears C - U was as Jim-Crow as

an y northern town could possibly be.
or on the campus ser v ed Negroes.

None of the restaurants in town

The motion picture houses permitted

Ne g roes to sit onl y in a certain section of the balcony .
Campus groups

organized se v eral "sit - in" demonstrations at

various restaurants - - Prehns, Steak and Shake, Day ' sand Handley' s - -in
an attempt to force them to wait on Negroes; but not until the Illini Union
Building was opened i n 1941 with eating facilities, did some of the
>:' The " ghetto" originall y was a place in which Jews were c ompelled
to li v e b y c ustom and / or by law . In more recent times the us a ge of the
word has been broadened in two wa y s : to include spatiall y segregated areas
in which any minority group has been forced to reside by extralegal pressures and to include those spatially segregated areas in which minorit y
groups v oluntarily ha v e resided to perpetuate their culture and in which
the y ha v e felt more secure. Throughout this study ghetto is used to
delineate the spatially segregated area withi n the C - U community in
which Negroes are forced to reside (discussed in Chapter II).
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proprietors of the local restaurants get "religion" and agree to serve
Negroes together with their reduced number of patrons.

My wife relates

similar" sit-ins' during her stay on the campus from 1944-1946.
But while those activities were going on, they failed to attract very
many Negro students and no Negro townspeople.

The Negroes of C-U

over the period from 1938-1946 and since went about their daily tasks
seemingly without complaint in the traditional jobs allocated to them. '
All the antidiscrimination work in the C-U Negro community over the
years was in the main organized and manned by enlightened white citizens.
During the past decades the local commercial and 'industrial
establishments in C - U, to the be st of anyone's knowledge, had not hired
Negroes other than in the traditional domestic and menial job categories
and many did not even do that.

The University of Illinois had not yet

formulated its "merit employment policy" and it too hired very few Ne g roes.
The major trade unions in C - U, with the exception in re cent year s of three-the plaste-rers, the ' laborers and the government employees union--deliberately
and successfully kept Negroes from becoming members of their organizations.

All the jobs in C-U which pay a decent living wage were never

available to Negroes.

Yet with all this obvious and degrading exclusion

from the most renumerative occupations in the job market, for as long
as Negroes lived in C-U, no one among the dispossessed in the Negro
ghetto stood upand -shouted-- Protest!
Why, then, did this Negro community, which for all these years
accepted their burden with little or no protest, explode in the spring of
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1961?

What were the processes that converted the almost institutionalized

inaction to v iab Ie protest movement?
It was evident to even the most casual observer, in the spring of

1961, that since the end of World War II the acti vi ties of Ne groes to
gain fundamental rights had been considerably accelerated in many places
throughout the country.

The movements to end Jim Crow in public con-

ve yances and facilities, the right to attend school without the onus of
segregation and the determined effort to secure the right to vote--these
are but a few of the more prominent examples of increased militant
acti v ities of Negroes in the South.

In northern cities the

Neg~o

people

had addressed themselves to the fight for jobs and upgrading, to secure"
the right to use public and private eating, recreational and housing
facilities on an equal basis and without being molested .

With a high degree

of militancy and with the increasing dedication and know-how of their
leaders, unified Negro communities have been successful in many of their
antidiscrimination and antisegregation campaigns.

But success in one

campaign, in one community, neither automatically starts nor guarantees
success in another city.

True

s~ccess

in one endeavor considerably

aids, in many telling ways, the encouragement and de v elopment of similar
successful campaigns.

Howe v er, it is equall y true that , many noble efforts

die abortively and many citizens of Negro communities, like those in
C-U, in full v iew of these demonstrati v e activities and successes, go
about their staid and indi v idual ways unaffected and seemingly accept
their second class citizenship without overt protest.

In order to ha v e a
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movement and for it to be successful the inhabitants of a community must
reach out for and participate in it.

But most important of all, as we

hope to demonstrate, certain social forces and conditions must be present
to initiate, gererate and aid a successful effort.
What were the social forces that meshed the individuated populace
in collective action?

Why not sooner, or why not later?

What aroused

its inhabitants, who heretofore accepted a subordinate position, to act?
Ob viously the tremendous social, economic and political developments
that ushered in the twentieth century had affected the present inhabitants
of C-U as it affected all Americans and changed them considerably.

But

social changes are unevenly distributed among communities and are unevenly internalized by its citizens.

What were the social changes inter-

nalized by the present C-U Negro population ,that awakened this passive
~ommunity

m C-U?

to action?

What are the characteristics of the present Negroes

How do the y differ from their predecessors?

To get the answers to these many sociological questions, I went
to the C-U Negro ghetto.

There, through the use of both scheduled and

non-directed inter v iews, 105 randomly selected Negroes, 17 Negro leaders
and one white politic a l leader were inter v iewed.

It was from those three

sources that the bulk of information about the C - U Negro community and
its history was obtained.

Unless otherwise indicated by footnotes it

should be taken for granted that the information contained herein has
been pro v ided by the 105 respondents and the 18 community leaders .

How-

e ver, when it is pertinent to the discussion, reference will be made to
the particular person who suppli e d the information.
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All of those interviewed were extremely cooperative and helpful.
particularly the four ministers I interviewed.
me a morning out of his busy schedule.

Each one of them gave

One of them, Rev. Williams.

was in the proces s of packing prior to moving to another city. but
nevertheless patiently answered my questions for four hours.

To these

well-informed and dedicated ministers I am especially indebted for the
insights they provided into the tremendous problems that they have
addressed themselves to as leaders of their people.
To aid me in administering the schedule and as an incidental task
to test the reliability of interviewing as a research technique, I secured
the services of William Smith, a Negro Political Science major at the
University of Illinois.

William Smith's keen interest in the problems of

the C-U Community in which he grew up and his devotion to the cause of
Negro freedom made his contribution to this study invaluable.
At a later stage in the survey, George James, also a Negro
Political Science major at the University of Illinois, contributed to what
I have called "cross-interviewing"--the reinterviewing, with the same
schedule, of some of the same re spondents whom I. a white per son, had
already interviewed.

This device was used to test the reliability of

. interviewing under conditions in which there were obviously confounding
variables.

Fortunately for me, Ge orge. who has a wealth of race

relations experience, was my next door neighbor (in University student
housing) so that we had the opportunity to discuss and rediscuss the
salient feature s of Ne gro life in C - U and in the nation.
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This study of the C-U Negro community was a revealing experience
from which I learned a great deal.

For this I am grateful to Dr. Robert W.

Janes, Associate Professor ot Sociology at the University of Illinois, who
suggested that a study of the C-U Negro community would be a worthwhile project.

It was his view that there was a need for such a study which

could be of some value to the C - U community.

I hope that what is to

follow will satisfy in a small way his expectations and be convincing evidence that his students do learn something in the garret classroom in
which he teaches,
My wife, who walked the picket line at J. C. Penney and helped
make history, did not bargain for the task I assigned to her of putting
together my scribbled version of the sociological reasons for that historic
picket line,

The service she and those who manned the picket line

rendered, particularly to the C-U community, was great, and the service
she performed for me by making me work and rework the raw material
was inestimable.
To my friends, Nadine Wallace and Herb Goodrich, both genuine
fighters for the cause of human freedom, I wish to express my sincerest
gratitude.

I am deeply indebted to them for having given so generously

of their time and interest and editorial skill toward the preparation of
the final draft of this study,
Finally , the J,

C. Penney campaign, although in itself of

extreme importance to the C-U community and of tremendous impact
on its Negro citizens,

has been reported here not simply to describe
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an event that in itself was highly dram a tic.

This campaign provided,

fortunately for this study, an extremely convenient focal point around
which to weave the intervening and interacting social forces.

By spot-

lighting the story it has been possible to tie together the pieces which
explain sociologically why, in the spring of 1961, the Negro citizens
of this dormant ghetto began marching in front of the J. C. Penney department store behind their ministers, who were dressed in their church
vestments.
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CHAPTER I
LOCAL PRECONDITIONS FOR NEGRO PROTEST MOVEMENT

In the latter months of 1960 it was announced that J. C. Penney
would open a major department store in Champaign, Illinois.
the building soon began.

Work on

Many people in the Champaign-Urbana (C - U)

community eagerly awaited the opening of the store, not so much as
prospective customers, but rather for the job opportunities it would provide.

The country was going through one of its periodic recessions and

although C-U was not hit too hard, there was never an over-abundance
of job opportunities in the twin citie s, so that any reduction of jobs was
felt and any addition to the stockpile of jobs was always welcomed.
To the Negro community of C-U any addition to job opportunities was
always a cause for increased expectation.

In January of 1961 unemploy-

ment hit 7.8 per. cent in Illinois but was more than twice as high for
Negroes in the state.

Nationally, Time magazine of May 19, 1961,

re-

ported, "Negroes, although they are 10% of the U. S. labor force, account
for about 20% of all unemployment and constituted 46% of the long-term
unemployed in April (1960). It!

Although there is no specific data available

for C-U, the fact that the C-U Negro population "accounts for 80% or more
of the relief cases, ,,2. would indicate that what was true nationally was
equally true locally.
Few

~f

C-U did not offer many of its jobs to Negroes.

the industrial estab lishments and almost none of C - U I S depart-

ment stores hired Negroes in jobs other than the most menial.

None
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of the major department stores hired Negroes as sales personnel.
In the spring of 1959, Dr. Bernard Karsh and Kenneth Downey
studied Merit Employment in Champaign for the Champaign Human Relations Commission.

They sampled 75 private firms employing twenty

persons or more and reporting a total of 6,988 employee s among whom
545 were Negroes.

Only two, or less than 1 / 2 of I percent of all sales

workers reported in the survey (see Table I below) were Ne groes.
Their findings present a significant picture of the status of job opportunities
for Negroes in C-U; they reported:
Ninety:-eight p~r cent of the Negroes in our sample are
located in four occupational categories: skilled (6%), semiskilled (21 %), unskilled (39%), and service occupations (32%).
Of these four occupational categories, seventy-one per cent
of the Negro employees are located in unskilled and service
occupations.
In order to appraise the significance of these figures,
we be gan by noting the proportion of Negroes in the total
population of Champaign. In 1950 approximate ly eight per cent
of the total population was Negro. This is almost identical
with the proportion of Negroe s found in employment covered
by our survey. If we assume that the increase in the Negro
population of Champaign since 1950 has been in the same proportion as the increase of the total population, and we have
no e v idence to indicate otherwise, equal employment of Negroes
would be indicated if, in each occupational and skill category,
Negroes were found in similar proportions to the total number
of workers in such categories. Our survey indicates quite
different proportions:
(I) The proportion of Negroes in unskilled occupations
is almost ten times as great as might be expected.
For example, if jobs were equally distributed on the
basis of population proportions, we should expe ct
to find about twenty Negroes in the unskilled ("laborer)
category. Instead our sample revealed 216 or about
ten times that expected number.
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TABLE I 3
COMPARISON OF THE NUMBER OF NEGROES IN EACH OCCUPATION IN
THE SAMPLE TO NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES IN EACH OCCUPA TION
IN CHAMPAIGN
(according to the 1950 United States Census 'of the Popula tion, U. S. Dept.
of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Illinois (pp. 13-102)' for the City of
Cha mpaign, Illinois.)

Major Occupation

Profe s siona I, Technical
and Kindred
Clerical and Kindred
Sales Workers
Craftsmen, Foremen
and Kindred
Operatives and Kindred
Laborers, except Farm
Ser vice Workers, except
Private Household

Total Number of Em:eloyees ( 1950 Census)
Per Cent':<
Number

Total Number of
Negroes in Survey
Number Per Cent':<*

2,886
2,386
1,259

23. 6%
19.4%
10.3%

0
4
2

1,616
1,467
590

13.2%
12.0%
4. 8%

33
114
216

6. 05%
20.92%
39. 64 %

2,030

16.6%

176

32 . 29%

12 , 2 34':0:<>:<

0
• 73%
• 37%

545

i.' Calculation=Tota l Number of Employees in Each Occupation
Total Number of Employees (12,234)
*i.' Calculation = Total Number of Negro Employees m this Occupation
Total Number of Negro Employees (545)
***The total number employed in Champaign is listed in the Census as
14,399. The total listed abo v e is only for the occupationa l categories
which are rele v ant to the survey and excludes such occupations as:
Pr i vate household workers; Farmers and farm managers; Farm wage
workers and farm foremen; Farm laborers and unpaid family workers;
Managers, officials and proprietors excluding farm.
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(2)

Using the same reasoning as above, we would expect
to find about 50 Negroes occupying semi-skilled
jobs (operati v es). Instead we found about twice
this number.
(3) Again using the same reasoning, we find about half
as many Negroes in skilled occupations as we would
have expected to find if they were distributed in the
same proportions as is the total labor force.
As among the three skill level categories, therefore, there
appears to be an inverse relation between skill and Negro representation. Taking into account other occupations as well, the
sur v ey indicates tha t as we go down the occupational ladder
(from professional worker to laborer), that the proportion of
Negroes tends to increase while the proportions in the total labor
force tends to decrease.
If we analyze by the same method the sales and clerical jobs ,
our survey reve a ls the most extreme disproportions; 1 / 26 as
many Negroes are employed in sales jobs as the o v er-all proportions would leave us to expect if jobs were equally distributed.
Similarly, the s a me 1 / 26th disproportion appears in the ratio
of Negroes to the total employed in clerica I occupations. 4
Additional information about employment of Negroes in C-U was
obtained from 105 respondents, randomly selected from e v ery tenth
house in the C - U Negro community (the method of se Ie ction is discussed
in Chapter II).

Their answers to the schedule rounded out the picture

of emplo y ment for Negroes in C - U.

A synopsis of the findings appears

In

Table II.
Although the interview schedule w a s different from the Karsh-Downey
study in that it included both the pri v ate and public sectors of emplo y ment
and broke down the occupations differently, both sur v eys indicate the
same general conclusions;

"We found in deta il what many in this com-

munity have suspected in general; namely , that Negroes tend to occupy

5

the lowest paying and least desirable jobs. that they have little or no
access to jobs which are either more prestigeful or more economically
secure." 5
However. when we include the pub lic employing agencies in the
picture. significant difference s are noted between Tab Ie II from this
study and Table I of the Karsh-Downey study. which excluded the public
sector of employment.

Table I has zero per cent for the professional

category as against 6 per cent in Table II.

The logic of including the

professional and nonprofessional civil service workers and their importance in this study will become more evident in the succeeding discussion.
It is also of some importance to note that Table II indicates. in

contrast to Table 1. a smaller number of C-U Negro citizens employed

lU

the lowest categories and a higher number in the semi-skilled category.
This is due in the main to the listing of construction laborers as semiskilled rather than as laborers.

The reason for my choice is the fact that

construction labor pays $2.80 per hour plus 7 1 / 2~ for insurance benefits
in contrast to the pre v ailing rate for laborer in C-U of $1.00 to $1. 50 per
hour.

The tremendous difference in pay makes construction labor . even

though a highly seasonal occupation. the means for upward mobility and
for more prestige than the traditional occupations available to Negroes.
Notice too must be taken in this study of the hiring policies of
the single largest employer by far in the C-U area . the University of
Illinois. which has in the past hired very few Negroes in other tha n the
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TABLE II
RESPONDENTS' OCCUPATIONAL CA TEGORIES
Column 28 - Question 22

Number

Per Cent

Menial (includes unspecified labor in factories
and retail-wholesale establishments)

23

23

Semi-skilled (includes specified jobs such as
cook, presser, construction laborer, crane operator,
etc. )

26

26

Skilled (includes plasterer, tailor, etc.)

9

9

Clerical (includes non-civil-service office workers)

I

I

Professional (includes civil-service college
trained employees -no one in the sample worked
for private industry)

6

6

Non-professional civil-service (includes mail
carrier, cook, heating engineer, clerk)

6

6

10

10

Farm (self-explanatory)

o

o

Self-employed (includes those who employ other s)

4

4

10

10

Domestic (includes those who work for private
families as cooks and housecleaners)

Housewife (includes those who said they did not
work outside their homes)
Others and retired (includes retired over 65,
sick and handicapped)
Total Who Responded
No response
Total Re spondents

5
100
5
105

5
100%
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most menial tasks.

Although no penetrating study could be found on the

employment practices of the Uni v ersity of Illinois. the fact that only one
Negro is employed as a janitor, a relatively high-paid job for which
seemingly large numbers of Negroes could possibly qualify. would seem
to indicate that the employment practices followed generally in the community
are likewise followed by the University.

However, the City of Champaign

Human Relations Commission had this to say:
University Employment: The University of Illinois has a specific
policy of merit employment. Several times during the early part
of this year the Human Re lations Commiss ion had its attention
c a lled to cases in which there seemed some question about the
effective implementation of the policy. The Commis sion the reupon made arrangements through the University Administration
to set up a procedure for joint inquiry into specific instances
brought to its attention. The Human Relations Commission
will cooperate with designated University personnel to assist
in a uniform application of its merit employment Eolicy, and
is recei v ing excellent help in this joint endeavor.
It may very well be that those Negroes who apply for the better

paying jobs at the University of "Illinois are Ie ss qualified than their white
competitors as determined by the civil service examinations and that the
Uni versity nona cademic employment is "guiltless" and its merit employment policy "faultless." It would appear from an analysis of the I 05
respondents interviewed (to be discussed in greater detail later) that
the employment practices prevailing o v er the years, in both the public
and pri vate sectors of C-U, deterred trained Negroes with high
aspirations from corning to this community, and caused many Negroes
who were born or have

liv~d

in C-U since childhood to be dissatisfied

with the job opportunities in C-U, and thus to seek their fortune elsewhere.
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This built-in response to the lack of adequate job opportunities, which has
also profoundly affected the white sections of the small urban communities
throughout the country,

leaves as candidates for jobs those with less

training and those newly arrived from the South to whom the job offerings
in C-U are a great improvement over share-cropping and the low paying
jobs back home.

The absence of Negroes in the better paying jobs

at the University of Illinois may very well reflect this "natural" process
of selection.
However, another "natural" phenomenon has had the reverse effect
by bringing professionals and technicians to C- U and has altered the
employment picture of Negroes who reside in C-U.

Since the end of

World War II but with concentrated effort during and since the Korean War,
the armed services of our country brought an end to segregation in their
establishments and sought with "deliberate speed" to integrate its
personnel. 7
this effort.

Chanute Field, fourteen miles from C-U became a part of
As a result many Negroes have been sent to training school

at this Air Force base and many Negro professional and nonprofessional
civil ser v ice employees have been hired.

For most of the Negroes em-

ployed at Chanute, the city of Rantoul, located beyond the gates of the
base, does not provide adequate housing and recreational facilities.
Many of them have made their home in C-U.

Consequently the process

has been the reverse of that set into motion by the lack of adequate job
opportunities in C-U:

the opportunities for Negroes at Chanute h a s

brought to C-U professional and highly trained Negroes and with them
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wi ves and children with greater job training and experience than those who
were born here or carne to C-U v ia other routes .
These new people naturall y wanted new jobs not traditionally
allocated to Negroes in C-U.

Their determination to find non-menial

jobs was one cause of the stirring in the Negro community a fter the announcement that J. C. Penney would soon open a major department store

It was rumored (possibly in error) that nationally J . C. Penney

in C-U .

had a very liberal policy and :hired Negroes in many job categories, although locally in a smaller store in adjacent Urbana, J . C . Penne y did _
not hire Negroes.

Neve rthe le ss, the rumor he ightened the expectations

of those seeking sales jobs.
There was still another reason that the opening of a new department
store aroused more than passing interest in the Negro community.

The

Negro ministers of the a ll C-U Negro North End Ministers Association,
whi ch had been in existence for three y ears and which had been formed to
unite the Negro ministers of the Negro community for common social,
economic and political action , took special note of this potential opportunity
for jobs.

Although the North End Ministers Association did not take

officia l notice of the opportunity for jobs for Negroes at the J. C. Penney
s tore, all of its ministers, with one exception, responded to the original
call b y Re v . Gra v es, one of their number, to discuss doing something
about getting jobs for Negroes at the new store .

The ministers decided to

urge their parishioners to apply for sales jobs at J. C. Penney and to
report their experiences .
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This se l£-involvment of the ministers in the employment prob lems
of their parishioners is not an entirely new phenomenon in the Negro
community. but the nature of their involvment was considerably different
from what it had been in the past. nationally and locally.

Nationally.

since the end of slavery and up to the early thirties. the Negro minister
had been the main spokesman for the Negro people.

He represented the

Negro people before the councils of the white economic and political community leaders; "the preacher stood as the acknowledged local leader of the
Negroes. ,,8

He went to white political

leaders to ask for aid for his

parishioners in "trouble"; he served as the recognized spokesman to
present the Negro community's grievances. needs and desires; he sought
jobs for his "flock" from the white merchants and from the "rich white folks. "
and was called upon for -job and character references .

In many instances

his stamp of approval as to the reliability. honesty and willingness of an
applicant to work hard was sought and [wasJa necessary condition for employment.

"He

was

the typical accommodating Negro leader"; 9 he

lectured his people on how they should conduct themselves in a white
man's world.

He calmed their frustrations. their weariness from their

back breaking toil and their suffering. that comes from too much work and

very little pay. by directing their attention to the greater rewards awaiting

.them in Eternity if they comported themselves in the "ways" of God
and shunned sin.
But with the many crises that

ushered in the twentieth century

and profoundly altered the life of the Negro in America. there was also a

I

II

considerable change in the role of the Negro minister.

The Great De-

pression saw an upsurge in the development of the Negro protest movements, with the Negro minister (he too was unemployed) as part of the
dri ve to alleviate the suffering of the Negro people, who had been the
hardest hit of all Americans by the economic disaster.

Specifically. the

greatest change in the preacher I s role came as a result of the great exodus
from the South and the creation of the Negro ghettos in the North. 10

The

needs of the rapidly growing industrial machine spurred on by the two
world wars, the boll weevil which impoverished southern agriculture,
the international reduction in the demand for U. S. cotton.

mechanization

of agriculture II and the reduced need for farm manpower, 12 all contributed
to and stimulated the migration of the Negro from the Southern farm.

At

first the exodus was only to the North but later on the move was to the
Southern urban centers as well.

In the North where the Negroes were forced

into ghettos . the powerful Negro political leader emerged and replaced the
Negro minister as spokesman, intervener. and " job-getter " for his people.
Often it was the same preacher sans religious vestments who became the
political leader.

Those that remained at the pulpit became closely alli e d

with the political boss but very definitely second in influence in the communit y particularly with regard to finding employment opportunities for
their c onstituents and helping them when they were in financial distress.
In the South the Negro minister's influence also waned because his heavenly
solution was being less readily accepted and because his parishioners
now h a d an alternative to living in the depressed and degrading conditions
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in the rural South.

The glowing accounts in letters sent "home " by relati v es

telling of th e good life up North and the open inv itation to join them loosened
the umbilical cord which tied the parishioner to his

minister.

But any

minister remaining in the rural South continued in the role of spokesman .
go-between and employment counsellor. although he was held in a somewhat less exalted position by his people.

It must also be added that the

more forward-looking minister packed his meagre belongings in his v estments and joined his flock up North .
In the smaller urban centers of the North like C - U. where the need
for m a npower for the industrial machine was not v er y great and where
onl y the traditional non-farm menial jobs were a v ailable to Negroes. Negroes
ne ver came in large number; that is. they ne v er c a me in large enough
numbers to constitute an elector a te great enough to influence considerably
the outcome of elections and therefore to de v elop powerful political leaders.

Furthermore. the small urban communities. did not offer the economic

opportunities to entice those interested in upward mobility a nd thus a
sizeable middl e class was absent.

Those two factors left the Negro minister

unchallenged and not much cha nged in the small urban communiti e s and he
continued to perform a role similar to that which he performed in the South .
Also. the small urban community found the Negro minister and his church
ver y much under the control of the white community.

The Negro minister

alw ay s h a d to consider the church mortgage held by the local b a nk in
wha te v er he did.

In the absence of a substantial Negro middle class he was

faced with a congregation whose members were working at jobs that paid
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wages on a bare subsistence level.

The Negro minister could not provide

for his own salary and maintain the church on the weekly collection; he
needed financial assistance from the "benevolent" white leaders.

His

financial problem was not aided by the presence of an exceptionally large
number of competing churches which resulted from a "scramble for
leadership and control jy.rhich]

led to schisms, withdrawals and reorgani-

zation. ,d3 In addition, particularly in the largest of the Negro churches,
the Baptist, where ministers are elected to- and removed from- their
posts by the congregation, the ministers had to be responsive to the will
of their parishioners, who in turn were dependent on the white community for
their livelihood.

The Board of Deacons, especially those who escaped the

distasteful, degrading and impoverished conditions of the South and who
were now doing well by comparison, were not overly anxious to rock the
boat and would not hesitate to throttle an overzealous minister.

In the

small Northern urban community, the Negro minister was far from free
to pursue his own militant desires for freedom, if he was so inclined,
and so he persisted (like his Southern counterpart) in serving as a buffer
and a mediator between the Negro and white community long after the
great exodus from the South.

He neither made demands on the white

community leaders nor encouraged his congregation to militancy.
However, the conditions which stimulated the exodus from the rural
South set into motion a whole series of dynamic social, economic and
political changes which altered the position of Negroes in America;
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and new generations, more distantly removed ln time and attitude from the
South, brought to the small urban community, such as C - U , a new type
of minister.

The new minister was.. a product of the greater job opportunities

in the industrial plants, the greater educational opportunities concomitant
with the growing financial stability of his family, the opening of schools to
Negroes, and the contact with the great protest movements that flavored
the decade prior to World War II.

Some of the new ministers li v ed in

the South only a few years during their infancy before they were brought
to the North by their parents .
Of particular significance m the education of Negro ministe rs is
the fact that v ery few were able to attend school without working and without interruption.

The overwhelming number of them, and this is true of

all the Negro ministers of C- U , had to work and provide for families
while they prepared for their calling.

And where did they work?

They

worked in the industrial plants; few were able to break the color barrier
In the mass production factories they came into contact
with the new labor movement, the C.1. 0., a new type of union organization
the zeal a nd democratic ide als of its leaders, in the formative
their work, inspired the industrial workers generally and
particularly the Negro worker.

The C.1. O.

I

S

acceptance of unskilled

workers and Negroes into democratic organizations gave Negroes their
first opportunity for job security, for a v oice in determining the conitions of their labor, and for being a part of the polic y -making bodies
their organization . 15

Their union experience stimulated them to act
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and taught them how to act against problems off the job as well as on it.
By the time the new Negro minister arrived in the small urban COmmunity the financial burden that plagued his predecessor was partially solved.
Although he still had a difficult problem requiring a great deal of his attention, he could keep the church roof over his congregation's head and
at the same time have enough for his salary.

With greater - job opportunities

and a higher income, the congregation provided their minister with the
means to solve the major financial problems without having to go begging
"hat in hand" for financial assistance from the white community. 16
The church's financial independence from the white community was
demonstrated in C-U in the campaign to get sales jobs for Negroes at J. C.
Penney.

In order to further their work to secure more job opportunities for

Negroes, the ministers proceeded to set up a permanent organizationThe Champaign-Urbana Improvement Association.

The proposed slate of

officers and executive board members for the new organization included mainly the Negro ministers.

Several of the lay people objected on the grounds

that since the individual ministers are not permanent in the community, the
continuity of the work of the organization would suffer and would be interrupted every time a minister left.

The ministers countered that although

they understood the objection and certainly had no desire to dominate the
organization, they felt it was important for the strategy of the organization
that they, whose income and position were entirely dependent on their
devotion to the needs, aspirations and desire s of their congregation, and
who therefore could not be reached by pressure from the white community,
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should take the lead.

They ar gued that the Negro lay leader s of the move-

ment, who in the main were professional and non-professional civil-service
workers, were too vulnerable and that their jobs would be in jeopardy if
they took a militant stand.

The ministers were willing and indeed insisted
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like their counterparts elsewhere, that they be the ones to take the risks
because they were the most insulated from attack from outside the community.
However, it must be made clear, in order to avoid the mistake of
overstating the independence of the new Negro minister, tha t he is not
entirely free to do as he wishes inside and outside his church.

Although

he is relatively free of the financial problems that plagued his predecessor
and does not have to go "hat in hand" to the white community begging, he
still has to satisfy a heterogenous group of church members. who have
varying degrees of sensitivity to their race problems and varying degrees
of commitments to their religious dogma.

Many in his congregation believe

firmly that the ultimate solution to all human problems comes only through
prayer and divine intervention.

Many do not look very favorably on their

minister walking the streets wearing a sandwich sign.

These members

of the church expect the minister to devote his time to helping them work
for their salvation and will not tolerate the extensive use of the pulpit and
their services for what they consider extra-church activities.
Of the 105 respondents to the schedule used in this study. 78 per
cent affirmed church membership.

The respondents, in evaluating the

various techniques for ending job discrimination responded to the statement,
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"Praying to change men so tha t they may be mo v ed to accept the Golden Rule
is a _ _method for getting companies to employ Negroes," as follows :
56 per cent rated it an exce llent method, 19 per cent a good method. II
cent a partially good method, II per cent not good and I per cent harmful.

These percentages would seem to indicate a high proportion of C-U 1s

Negroes are still deeply committed to the instrumentality of religion and
ha ve not adopted the social gospel.
The Negro ministers of C-U expressed a willingness to take a lead
C-U Impro v ement Association and demonstrated beyond any doubt,
by their inv olvement in the J. C. Penney campaign, their de v otion to the
cause of race betterment.

But they did not, according to the estimation

of some of the la y leaders, devote very much time in their services to advancing the J. C. Penney campaign.

Several of the la y leaders said tha t

at most fi ve to ten minutes during a Sunday ser v ice was all that was allotted to agitation for greater participation in the Penney campaign and that
churches only the dutiful reading of campa ign announcements
the extent of the churches 1 involvement.
There is no doubt that the Negro ministers of C-U are aw are of
the att itudes, sentiments and desires of their membership a nd find it
necess a ry to temper their own personal desires for the sake of church
unity and harmony .

But the 11new minister11 can be distinguished from

his predecessor in that he is de v oting a great deal more of his own time
to r ace problems and is attempting. although perhaps cautiously, to make
a break with the traditional conception of his role a s shepherd rather than
leader of his flock.
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What has been described above as the characteristics and experiences
of the new Negro minister who replaced the accommodating preacher is an
apt description of the four leading Negro ministers in C-U who were urging
their congregations in the first months of 1961 to apply for sales jobs at
the new J, C, Penney department store,

All of them had left the South in

their early years. all of .them worked while they went to school. all of
them worked in industrial plants and carne into contact with the C.1. 0, ,
two of them were C,1. 0, stewards, and all of them in one way or another
participated in the protest movements that developed in the 1940 ' s,
It was consistent with the C- U Negro ministers' training. experience

and conception of their role in the community that when the first advertisements appeared on Sunday. March 12. and Monday. March 13. placed
by the Illinois State Employment Service in both of the local newspapers.
the y heightened their activity in urging their parishioners to appl y for the
J. C. Penney sales jobs advertised.
Both the ministers and many others in the Negro community who
were watching carefully the corning of J. C. Penney to C-U were particu la rl y elated that the advertisements did not make experience a requirement.
Ob viousl y such a requirement would ha v e eliminated a lmost e v er y one in the
Ne gro community as a possible applicant and given a " good excuse" to J. C.
Penney's management for not accepting Negro applicants .

About ten

two-b y -four inch ad v ertisements announced that the Illinois State Employment Ser v ice would accept applications for jobs at J . C. Penney; one of
the ads read in part:

"Penney's in downtown Champaign needs ISO first
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quality salesladies, age IS-50, high school education required. IS Nowhere
in any of the ads were the words "experience necessary " printed in any

The Illinois State Employment Service processed all the applications
and sent all the Negroes (IS-20) who had the high school requirement for
an interview with the manager, Mr. Myers, at J. C. Penney.

Mr. Myers

interviewed all applicants. both Negro and white, but as far as it was known
to those interested, he did not hire any Negro sales clerks.
There was another group in C - U, the Council for Community Integration (C.C.I.) that was also vitally interested in determining the hiring
policy of J. C. Penney.

Ever since its formation in May of 1956, after a

successful campaign in which 1500 people signed an open letter containing
a simple statement of be lief in merit employment and in non-discrimination,19

C.C.I. had worked diligently and continuously with "its main objective the
general improvement of the climate of opinion in the total community concerning the needs for and benefits of integration in all areas. 1120 Membership in the C. C. 1. was made up of white citizens connected with the academic community of the University of Illinois and lay and religious leaders
in the Negro community.
top le vel pressure group.

It was not a rank and file organization; it was a
Its efforts were directed mainly to the white

community leaders, both political and economic, to use their good offices
to end discriminatory practices.

When it became known to the members

the Employment Committee that J

0

C. Penney was opening a new store.

y prompted the action of the C-U Human Rela tions Commission in
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rvening for a policy of nondiscrimination.
bons Commission the J. C.

Penn~y

In a letter to the Human Re-

management stated that "prior to the

1 hiring of personnel, : ' it had "given assurances that the chain's
national policy of merit employment would be followed. ,,21

But when it

appeared that no Negro sales personnel was being hired, the Employment
Committee of C. C. 1. sought to intervene and arranged to meet with the
manager, Mr. Myers, on Thursday, March 23.

Those of the C. C.I. who

JIlet with Mr. Myers were a white Labor and Industrial Relations professor
at the University of Illinois, a white graduate student in mathmatics, and
To this committee Mr. Myers maintained that none of
the eighteen-twenty Negroes referred to him by the Illinois State Employment Service were experienced.
The Negro minister who took part in the meeting with Mr. Myers
interview on March 31 at the Good Friday services, where
-According to custom the combined congregations of all Negro churches tn
-U met for joint worship.

Later he discovered that one of his parishioners

had been interviewed by Mr. Myers was able to produce an excellent
letter of recommendation which she had shown to Mr. Myers, from a
tment store in Denver, Colorado, where she had worked for ten
s as a saleslady, and had been at one point a manager of a department.
is information, as it circulated throughout the community from every
pit via the enraged members of the ministerial association and filtered
into e v ery tavern in the community, incensed the Negro population.
This Negro saleswoman was to become for C-U what Rosa Parks
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s for the Montgomery, Alabama, bus boycott movement.

Rosa Parks

s "a charming person with a radiant personality, soft spoken and calm
all situations.

Her character was impeccable and her dedication deep-

All of these traits together made her one of the most respected
people in the Negro community. fl 22

When on December I, 1955, returning

horne from work, tired from long hours on her feet, she was ordered by the
bus operator to give up h.er seat for a white person, and when she was
arrested and fingerprinted for refusing to do so, it was more than the
Montgomery Negro community could tolerate. 23

Reverend Martin

King writes:
No one can understand the action of Mrs. Parks unless
he realizes that eventually the cup of endurance runs
over, and the human personality cries out, 'I can take
it no longer.' Mrs. Parks ' refusal to move back was
her intrepid affirmation that she had enough. It was
an individual expression of a timeless longing for human
dignity and freedom. She was not 'planted' there (as
it was charged) by the N.A.A.C.P., or any other
organization; she was planted there by her personal
sense of dignity and self-respect. She was anchored
to that seat by the accumulated indignities of days gone
by and the boundless aspirations of generations yet un., born. She was a victim of both the forces of history
and the forces of destiny. She had been tracked down
by the Zeitgeist- the spirit of the time. 24
The turning down of the Negro saleswoman with ten years sales
experience and excellent recommendations, when one -hundred and fifty
sales jobs were being offered, caught the flspirit of the time fl and ignited
the fire that culminated in the picketing of the J. C. Penney Department
Equally insulting and which contributed to the indignation in the
community was the fact that Penney's did hire a Negro woman as a stock
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rk who had many years of experience as a stenographer and gave their
qualified white person.
However, few people who had been in close contact with the C-U Negro
munity o v er the years, particularly those who had attempted in the
past to stimulate and organize a protest movement, would have predicted
co u ld be come so aroused as to be willing to participate in
a new and unique experience for the Negro community; i. e.

the establishment of a picket line to demand that J. C. Penney give a few
of the Negro citizens of C-U jobs as sales clerks.

Never before in its

history had so militant an action emanated from the Negro community; an
action organized solely and participated in, almost exclusively, by Negroes.
o action in the recent past would have suggested that so many of the forces
community could be successfully united to take such a militant stand .
In the spring of 1961 an attempt had been made by the Christian
an organization formed in the S a lem Baptist Church under
Reverend Eugene Williams.

The organization, made up

of twel ve to fifteen seniors and juniors of Champaign and Urbana High
Schools , selected as its leaders Clarence Thomas , Bill Smith an , others .
Their objective was to try to impro v e the part-time job situation for high
school youth for the summer, as well as to address themselv es to the longrange problem of job opportunities when they graduated from high school.
The organization arranged for a meeting with the manager of the W . T.
Grant store in Cha mpaign, but when their delegation showed up for the
meeting it was directed to the assistant manager, who pleaded that in
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the manager,

out of town on vac a tion, he could not be of any

The Saturday after the meeting members of the organization
d at the doors of W. T. Grant's and counted the number of Negroes
e out with packages as against the number of whites.

tha~

In that way they

inform the assistant manager in the meeting the following Mony that 35 per cent of his customers were Negro a nd tha t they were contemting a boycott unless Negroes were hired on the same basis as white
at Grant's. This time the assistant manager argued that the

W. T .

nt store could not be alone in breaking C-U's traditional hiring policies .
As angry and as determined as they were, the members of the
istian Youth Council were una ble to solidify enough sentiment and

-

r vor among the youth and adults of their community to mount a boycott
Grant's.

This same group also, at the suggestion

l' Clar e nce
I

who was later to be in the first contingent of "Freedom Riders '/ , \
t invaded the bus terminal of Montgomery, A labama, was contemting picketing the yearly Labor Day parade in C-U, but was unable
ge t enough support for their effort.

When Clarence Thomas, Bill

ith and the other y outh leaders went to college in the fall, the organition folded for want of leadership25 and of active and united support of
oth adults and youth in the Negro community.
G everenci Williams h ad also made an unsuccessful attempt in

959 to bring together the community forces to fight against segregation
nd for better job opportunities.

He noted that there were approximately

rty social and fraternal organizations in the Negro community each

I
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pursuing its own narrow objectives.

In an interview Reverend Williams

characterized these organizations by saying, "They have no real purpose;
they are parC!-ders; they dress up as clowns. ' Rev"erend Williams attempted
to bring the se groups together into a community council for the purpose
of having them address themselves jointly to the problems of the community,
but was unsuccessful.
Some of the same ministers who were to lead the J. C. Penney campaign had organized a North End Ministerial Association in 1958.

Although

all the Negro ministers are members of the C-U Ministerial Alliance,
with open membership for all ministers, Negro and white, some of the
Negro ministers felt that in addition there was a need for their own association.

In 1959 they chose as their first major project the election of

Kenneth Stratton to " the City Council.

This sixth grade school teacher

with a master's degree in education, who had been employed by the Champaign
school system for nine years, lost by only sixteen votes, and the near
success demonstrated to the ministerial association and to the population
as a whole the possibilities that lay ahead in united co"mmunity acfio~.
Between 1936 and this unsuccessful effort to elect a city councilman, the
C-U Negro community had lain politically stagnant and relied in the main
on the "favors" they were able to get through the few Negro politicians
designated by the white leaders of the Republican Party in Champaign
County.

Those who needed relief, aid to dependent children, public

housing, etc., were greatly aided by the designated Negro political
leaders.

However, the significant feature of this type of political spoils

I
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tern was the total absence of a formal or informal Negro political organito whom the political leader was accountable and to whom the people
c ould complain if they were not treated fairl y .

The Negro community

political leaders had to do wha t was acceptable to their white political
super i ors; but they did not have to be responsive to any local community
desire since there was no effecti v e organizational means of applying pressure.

In the campaign shortly after World War II that resulted in the

-/-

segregated public housing projects (G.,.U has two housing projects for white
families and two smaller ones for Negro families) , it was primarily outside forces that promoted the projects in C-U.

The Champaign chapter

of the League of Women Voters, who were unalterably opposed to segregate d housing but who were ne v ertheless forced b y the white political
lea ders to accept it if they wanted any public housing at all, pro v ided
most of the personnel for the campaign.

(This was prior to the time

when non-discrimination was expressl y mandatory in Public Housing.)
The y were able to get the News Gazette (one of the two local dail y news-l
papers) to run stories and publish pictures of the horrible conditions in)
the Negro ghetto.

Based on these mo v ing accounts of the subhuman

housing conditions , public housing was brought to C - U.

To be sure,

some Negroes participated in the effort to impro ve the housing conditions
via public housing, but mainl y the protest carne from outside the Negro
community.

.-
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Since the depression years the community had had no political or
otest organization through which to channel the mass sentiment of its
ople toward effective action.

The only sizeable all-Negro protest move-

ent took place concomitant with the economic crisis.

In 1930 the first

recinct(the pre sent C - U Negro community which at that time was only
lightly more than half Negro)was the largest precinct in the county and
voted 95 per cent Republican.

In recognition of that political fact one

egro had a job with the Street Cleaning Department of Champaign, four
egro men worked at the University and one other Negro had a state job
But this meager offering of jobs could hardly still
community, which was fee ling the full impact of the economic
They organized themselves into

th~Ug~as :League as an in t'

:..--

strument for political pressure and selected Richard Edwards

s their

Their initial objective was to remove the first precinct
publican Committeeman, who was too wrapped up in Republican Party
itics and philosophy and in the traditional accommodating role to be
responsi v e to the needs of his people.

In 1932 when the opportunity

itself, the Douglass League ran Richard Edwards against Billy
the regular party's Ne gro candidate, and much to the surprise
many a political observer, Richard Edwards was victorious.
In 1934 and 1936 the "regulars" of the Republican Party ran Negro
nts against Richard Edwards; both times Richard Edwards was

»

One of his opponents, A 1 Rivers, was made a policeman as. - / ?
consolation prize, a job he held until recently.

The white machine
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uld not beat Richard Edwards , and so they were extremely delighted when
the fall of 1936 he accepted a post-office job, with Hatch Act impedi nts, for which he had officiall y qualified.

That y ear Champaign Count y

· sed the precinct boundaries a nd cut the first precinct into three pr.eThis wq.s ob v iousl y an effort to break up the unit y created b y the Douglass
up three separate " fiefs."
After Richard Edwards was conveniently where he would be able to
le a st amount of independent work,

/

oe S.omers was selected, as was

lained b y a white political leader in the Republican Party , " to do the
ty work for the Party in the Negro communit y. ,,26

Somers was elected

mitteeman for the new first precinct and was elected to the non laried post of Justice of the Peace.
Howe v er, in 1961 when an annual salary of $8,000 was pro v ided
the Justice of the Peace, one of the w,hite leaders of the Repub lican
rty decided to oppose Joe Somers in the primar y.

Although some

the ministers and lay leaders in the community were not too happ y with
the y ne v ertheless were incensed to learn that when the office
Justice of the Peace was ele vated to a pa y ing job, some of the white
litical leaders wanted to "dump " Joe SomersJ who had ser v ed them
ll y for twent y years.

Also, they were aware that Joe Somers was

rming a v ital ser v ice for the Negro communit y ; it is to him the
e turn when they become destitute and need relief or aid to dependent
It was for these reasons that the ministers p i tched in to assure

of Joe Somers for Justice of the Peace and of course their
Kenneth Stratton, for City Councilman .
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It is important to note that the election campaign of 1961 came at

same time that the community leaders were preparing their campaign
at J. C . Penney and that the ministers and the lay leadwanted to be absolutely certain that the J. C . Penney campaign in no
y jeopardized the election of their candidates.

They prepared in secret

the picketing of J. C. Penney and did not announce publicly their in·on to picket until after Somers and Stratton had won .

Prior to and

ing the week of the election (on Tuesday April 4) three training sesheld to prepare the designated pickets for the beginning of
keting on Thursday, April 6.
Of course victory in the election campaign encouraged greater
ti vity in the J. C. Penney campaign.

The fact that Kenneth Stratton

t a total of 3,275 votes of which only 858 came from the Negro community
s a clear indic a tion there was plenty of "good will " in the white comunity that could be utilized to aid the boycott of J . C . Penney .

But by

r the most significant accomplishment in both the election and the J. C.
nney campaign was that the ministers

were able to unify the community

a common action and to provide an organizational structure. which was
ally and deliberately absent in the political work of the Negro community.
t since the Douglass League had an effectively unified organization
en brought together to channel the grievances of the community .

The

ite leaders of the Republican Party recognized the potentialities of a
community in 1936 when they broke up the one precinct in
Negro community into three .

The new Negro ministers who came to
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ach and pra y in C - U and who brought with them their experience s which
them the need for united action, also recognized the value of an
ctive organizational structure and a unified leadership and proceeded
develop both.
In addressing themselves to the problem that presented itself
n J. C. Penney refused to hire Negro sales clerks, the leading Negro
"sters dipped into their work experience 27 and came up with the
cision to picket J. C. Penney.

However) the decision was made with a

at deal of apprehension and considerable caution.

Nothing like

keting a downtown store had ever been done by the Negro community
therefore no experience was available to predict how the community
large would respond to such a ca.ll.

The ministers were neither certain

t they would bring out enough willing people to sustain the picket line
long as necessary; no"r" that the people would sanction a picket line.
anything, the general apathy that had existed in the community over the
rs seemed to indicate that it was too much to expect sustained picketing.
ministers were therefore mindful that a failure in such a venture
ld have far-reaching repercussions and set the cause of desegregation
C-U back many years.

It was with these uncertainties in mind that the

isters moved cautiously along their uncharted path and held two tense
etings with lay leaders before they decided to picket .
It was Wednesday , March 22, when Rev. Graves called together

and a number of Negro lay people (a social worker, an
tructor at Chanute Field, a newspaper man, one school teacher, a
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college student who lived in the community) met to map
a plan of attack against J. C. Penney.

They decided to call a mass

eting for Monday, March 27, and to recommend picketing the J . Co
day.

The proposal for a one day stand reflected

concern of some of the ministers and their uncertainty as to the kind
support they would receive.

They argued that if they got a good turn-

and the people showed good spirit, they would then suggest a continuon of picketing but not anticipate the outcome .
s adopted.

Finally a compromise

All agreed to picket on a day-to-day basis.

In the meeting

the steering committee was empowered to decide each day
ther picketing was to be continued.

The mas s mee ting, pub licized

m all the pulpits on Palm Sunday, March 26, was poorly attended.
ver, those that did attend were the religious and lay leaders plus
applicants for sales jobs, with their relatives and friends;
m eagerly v olunteered for picket duty.

most of

In subsequent meetings which

re well attended, the older Negro women and a few men and women from
white community joined the ranks of the v olunteers.
Another problem faced by the leaders of the movement was com ications; they wanted to reach as much of the community as possible
a day-to-day basis.

Tq.ey could not rely solely on announcements from

pulpits ; that method was not always successful.

At the first mass

eting a publicity committee was selected with a subcommittee to
ganize the distribution of the written material and announcements o

The

st mimeographed piece of material announcing a boycott of J. C o Penney
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via the newly organized channels of communication-a
six geographically located section captains, who were responsible
chairman of the subcommittee on publicity, and who in turn had the
terial de,li v ered on a house-to-house basis.

Subsequent notices and a

newsletter were distributed through the six section captains.

This success-

ful organization of an effective communication system was also new and
erent for the Negro communi ty of C - U.

In addition the ministers sought

to utilize the two daily newspapers of C-U to disseminate information to
the Negro and white community.

(The ministers were counting heavily

good will and support for the boycott from the academic community.)
the daily newspapers. with the exception of a few lines in the
- Urbana Courier I s story on the opening of J. C. Penney, enreed a news blackout of the picketing.

It was reported that Dick Icen of

News Gazette wrote a story about the first day of picketing, but it never
ppeared. 28

The ministers made a determined effort to get the news of the

eketing printed but were unsuccessful.

However, both local papers did

nt many letters to the editor about the picketing.

The ministers wanted

publicity not only to alert the Negro and white communities but also
ha ve a logical explanation for calling off the picketing if it was not

y successful.

They wanted to be able to say that the major purpose

the picketing was to inform both the Negro and white communities of
undemocratic practices of J. C. Penney and then to let the public
eide whether or not they wanted to buy at the new store.
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The downtown merchants who had heard about the proposed picketing
re willing to bet it would not materialize and that if it did it would last
ya few days .

A person interviewed for this study, who had been
in the campaign, reported that a merchant said, "Don't

ry, they won't do that; we have good Niggers."

The day before the

keting was to start Mr. Myers asked Rev. Williams, one of the leaders
community and a member of the Champaign Human Relations
use his influence to call off the beginning of the picketing
The Chamber of Commerce called Rev . Graves, another
r, and asked him to postpone it until after the ribbon cutting ceremony
then "you can picket all you want. ,,29

The Chamber of Commerce,

•

ch represents all the white business leaders of the community, were
rtain that the picketing would fizzle out .
in front of J. C. Penney

IS

About 200 different people walked

department store.

of volunteers continued to grow.

After weeks the

A mass meeting was planned

Saturday, April 29. at the West Side Park for a mass demonstration
for picketing of all the downtown stores.

The previous Tuesday,

nneth Stratton, the newly elected City Councilman, was called by one
C-U's white business leaders to negotiate a settlement .

Kenneth

tton called the ministers for permission to act for them; they agreed .
of Wednesday, April the 26th. Rev. Graves, Rev.
lliams and Rev. Curry read over the written proposal and tentatively
eed to the settlement.

J. C. Penney would have a Negro sales clerk

the floor a wee k from that Saturday - May 6th.
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The C. C. 1. wrote in its Newsletter :
Probably the most significant, and certainly the most
successful, blow against discrimination in the recent
history of Champaign came to a successful conclusion
on Wednesday, April 26 . That day saw the signing of
a written agreement between the management of the new
J. C . Penney store and the Negro community , represented
by its ministers under the leadership of Rev. J. E. Graves,
for the prompt employment of at least one Negro saLesperson. ImITlediately thereafter pledges were made by
responsible officers of all the other major Champaign
department stores to employ Negroes in saLes positions
either by specified dates or as vacancies occur. Goldblatts' Country Fair store, on Saturday, April 29, had
Negro sales clerks actually at work in their housewares
gloves and " bargain" departments. It is hoped that by
the time this NEWSLE'I'IER is recei v ed other stores
30
will also have Negro sales personnel on their payrolls .
The details of the events leading up to the victory for the Negro
community, although indeed very fascinating, are in themselves unim portant.

The purpose they ser v e is to hammer home what in hindsight

is obvious ; that the Negro community over the years has qualitatively
changed.

Not only were there new Negro ministers in C - U, new people

brought in via Chanute Field, and a new generation, but a new spirit the Negro of C- U had a new conception of himself.

a new Negro in Champaign- Urbana!

In short there was
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CHAPTER II
RESEARCH METHODS USED IN THE STUDY

Before launching into an analysis of the population characteristics
the C-U Negro community at the time it exploded against the failure of
C. Penney to hire Negro sales personnel, it is necessary to discuss
some detail the research methods used m this study.
Five sources for obtaining data were used.

(1)

105 Negroes were

31 .
rviewed from a randomly selected sample based on a schedule. .' ,(2)
./

Census from 1910 through 1960 were utilized for demographic
(3) Information from studies of C-U done in the past by students,
ssors and organizations were utilized.

(4) Eleven non-focused inter-

s were obtained from some of the Negro leaders who received the
gest number of responses to the question in the schedule which asked
respondent to name an outstanding leader

in the community.

'te community leader so named was also interviewed.

One

(5) Six non-

used interviews were solicited from those leaders not named by the
actively engaged in 'community work and who
e recommended by those leaders named by the respondents.

The five

ces were interrelated to give meaning to the raw data and to obtain
picture as possible •.
In order to obtain a random sample of the population of the Negro
unity, the boundary lines of the ghetto were ascertained by an on-spot survey of the areas involve d and plotted on a map.

At first
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as thought that the Negro ghe tto was a contiguous area with alar ge
ber of families--twenty-seven--living outside its boundaries . 32

But

a direct examination of the blocks in which the twenty-seven Negro
ilies lived. it was found that most of these families inhabited small
ttoized pockets outside the central Negro district and that these areas
not differ substantially in character from the central Negro community.
rs of those twenty-seven Negro families lived adjacent to the Negro
unity in extensions of the ghetto.

The pattern in those blocks fol-

d the typical ecological process in which the more prosperous white
after many generations of occupancy. moved farther from the
leaving their worn-out buildings for Negroes to purchase
Only four or five of the twenty-seven families represented a
r-cut break in the well entrenched system of excluding Negroes .
Several of the Negro leaders interviewed suggested that far from
king the pattern of housing segregation in C - U. they are being pushed
in well circumscribed boundaries .

They noted that pockets outside the

eral area of the ghetto were areas in which N egroe s originally settled
n they carne to C-U.
In a study of Negroes in C-U in 1934. Janet Andrews Cromwell
sented maps showing the distribution of C - U' s Negro population in 1878.
and 1932.33 According to her population distribution maps of 1878
many more Negroes living outside the present ghetto area
inside it; the same pattern of open occupancy is indicated on the
population distribution map with an increase in the C - U Negro
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lation from 173 in 1870 to 876 in 1910.

However, the distribution map

932 shows that by that time a well defined Negro residential area
different from the present circumscribed area, which extends a few
at the southern boundary, had been established.

The increase

population in the two decades from 1910 to 1930 was from
to 1,922, an increase from 4 per cent to 6 per cent of the total C-U
But in 1932 Negroes still lived outside the present Negro
in greater numbers than in 1904 and in greater numbers than they
sently live outside the ghetto and sub-ghettos, and were more widely
rsed throughout C-U.

Two other characteristics of the residential

rn for Negroe s in 1932 are important to note :
gro dwellings to total used dwellings

was

"The percentage of

48.6 per cent in this area,,34

high Negro concentration); and for a period during the early years of
great Depression there was a reversal in the movement of whites out
area--whites began to mo v e back into the cheaper

It is evident from the above population data that the residential

use pattern recorded in most Northern cities as greater numbers of
roes were attracted to them was likewise the pattern for C-U. 35 In
early decades after Reconstruction when Negroes were few in number
Northern cities, they were widely dispersed in the community and
definite Jim-Crow pattern developed.

But as their numbers increased

"city fathers," particularly the real estate interests among them,
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egan to develop formal and informal devices to restrict Negroes to circum cribed areas.

In C-U two methods were used to push the Negroes to the

north end of town": the denial of real estate mortgages to Negroes any - -----,
where outside the prescribed boundary line. and the operation of the un written code of the local organization of the National Association of Real
Boards prohibiting the sale of property outside the ghetto to Negroes .
The purpose of this discussion of the residential pattern for

1

Negroes in C-U is to demonstrate that the present Negro families (with
the exception of four or five) who inhabit areas outside the main ghetto
neither live in new areas opened to Negroes. nor represent , by their
presence outside the main ghetto. a break with the traditional policy of
exclusion; and that C-U Negroes have made no major effort to break the
that bind them to the prescribed areas .
One of the areas I ha v e designated as a subghetto was discussed by
Cromwell in her study.

She writes :

The map of distribution for 1932 •• .• ~hows an increase
In the number of Negroes li v ing in the northwest section of
Champaign on Maple Street. between State and Lynn Streets •
• • • In this section. the same Negroes ha v e owned their homes
for years. Because the area in 1932 was predominately a white
neighborhood . and the number of Negroes who were living there,
in the minority. one might expect this to be an exclusive
(prestigefu~ Negro section in which the Negroes who li v ed
there enjoyed a certain amount of social prestige . Among the
Negro town people. this section was not considered to be of
any higher social importance than any part of town in which
the Negro groups re side. 36
1932 more Negroes ha v e moved into that area and those " Negro
town people" whom I inter v iewed in the spring of 1961 were of the same
most of the Negro areas outside the

main ghetto .
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Therefore,

in delineating the C - U Negro population all the house-

s within the boundary lines, plus the homes of the twenty-seven
ilies, were listed.

This list was made up from the C-U city directory

1960 b y recording the addresses listed for each block within the cirThis process netted a total of 1229 dwelling units .
selected was fi v e .

Beginning with fi v e, e v ery tenth

e on the list was made part of the sample .

By this procedure 122

ing units were designated as part of the sample .

One-hundred and

people were inter v iewed of which eight were white ; of the rem a ining
units, fi v e occupants refused to be inter v iewed, four
unoccupied, one potential respondent was in the hospital ,
in two units the occupants were ne v er at home.
A t f i rst there was some apprehension about the possibility of run into single dwelling units used as multi-dwelling units, but not listed
such in the C-U director y .

Howe v er, it was found that there were v er y

such dwelling units in the sample.

In most instances the houses were

ch too small for more than one family to occupy.

Where there was ,

e than one nuclear family, the y li v ed as a s i ngle f a mily unit with
gr a ndmother or aunt as the head of the household .

In a few case s where

as ob v ious tha t the house was used as a multi - dwelling unit, the person
r viewed was the one who answered to the title " head of the household . "
a lso be pointed out in this connection that a number of former
ges no t listed as dwelling units in t he cit y director y a r e being
upied as housing units, but this number was far too small to ha v e
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altered the sample in any significant way.

Of those interviewed, 86 per

cent lived in single dwelling units; of the 86 per cent, 7 per cent lived in
single unit public housing; and the remaining 14 per cent lived in multidwelling units.
Eight of the housing units in the sample were inhabited by white
families.

A 11, with the exception of one family, lived at the fringes of

the ghetto; the one exception was a long - time resident in the center of
the community who had lived there thirty-two years.
of the white people;

two refused to be interviewed .

I interviewed six
The entire

schedule was not administered to the white residents;

all the attitude

questions concerning methods of ending discrimination and segregation
were omitted.

Instead, the white respondents were asked, "How do you

get along with your neighbors?

II

All of them gave as their answer ex -

cellent or very good; but it was apparent from what they said, that there
very little contact between them aI'!-d their neighbors.
With so small a sample , of white respondents , no definite pattern
of characteristics was sought or could be ascertained.

One white family

was poverty stricken and lived in one of the most dilapidated houses in
community; another respondent was a domestic who did the ironing for
next door Negro neighbor.

The white family that lived in the center

originally a large family unit consisting of the
d of the family- ·- a retired journeyman painter-- his wife and seven
hildren, all now married and living elsewhere with the exception of one
ughter and her two children, who still lived with her parents.

All of
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children grew up in the Negro ghetto.

No other items of interest or of

consequence were noted in this small sample of white residents .
The second source of data was the U. S . Census from 1900 through
Unfortunately for this study, what would ha v e been a perfect source
mographic data, since the 1960 census was taken a few months be-I
e the Negro community erupted, was confounded by the inclusion
at ypical University of Illinois population.
e the U. of 1. popula t ion characteristics,

of~

An attempt was made to
specifically a breakdown

the number of Negro male and female students.

However,

rned that for many years the Uni v ersity has not m a de a separate
students in its total population;

--

it was

J

m no way does the

record the racial origins of its student or staff population ,

In

mpting to learn the breakdown of the number of Negro male and female
ents, I was switched from office to office in the Uni v er:sity hierarchy
finally reached the President ' s office .

The best that one of the Presi -

's assistants would volunteer, after explaining the University policy,
to gi v e an approximation of the number of Negroes based on, as he
d, " my own observations from looking around campus .

11

He approxi -

ted that there are about 500 Negro students with a male to female ratio
about 60 per cent to 40 per cent, about 300 males to 200 females .

This

io is different from that of the white student population, which has a
e to one m a le to female ratio.

To further confound what would have

n excellent population data for the purposes of this study, the major

J
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of the population in the census are broken down into white
non-white.

"The color group designated as 'non-white' consists of

races as Negro, Indian, Japanese, Filipino, Korean, Asian, Indian
races. ,, 37

What percentage of the non-whites other than

.......

students and what percentage are permanent residents of
This would be extremely difficult to determine .

Howe v er, since

" Characteristics of Population" data does give the members of each
tegory of non-white in the C-U population and since the non-white
other than Negro, constitutes a v ery insignificant .part of the total
tion and are mainly students, they have been subtracted from the
1 population together with all other students.

The refore, demographic

presented, unless otherwise specified, exclude in the
abo v e the Uni v ersity of Illinois student population .
The third source of information about the C-U community is
n from pre v ious studies.
1S

1,
,

I

The information derived from these

footnoted to indicate the source and the information the study
Some of the census data were taken from these studies.

The fourth source of informa tion about the population under study
s twel v e inter v iews with some of the community leaders named in
sponse to question 41 in the schedule, " Whom do you consider the
st important citizen in your community? "

Of the I 05 respondents

the schedule in which they were asked to name a first, second and
thirty-one did not respond, thirty - nine named one choice,
two, fourteen named three and two named four leaders.

j}
I
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total of thirty-seven individuals, both Negro and white, were named;
even were white and thirty Negro.

The fact that seven white people were

interest since the interviewers asked the respondents
erably to name people from the Negro community and interpreted for
h respondent the word "citizen" in the question to mean a political ,
ial, religious or business leader in the Negro community.

However ,

the respondent wanted to name a white person, his choice was recorded.
elected Justice of the Peace who has held a political
ice in the county since 1932, was the only white "leader" named who
s interviewed .

Of the thirty Negro' leaders named, four were land -- - / '

ds. seven were political leaders, three were leaders in fraternal
izations, four were ministers (the four that led the J. C . Penney
keting), two were teachers, one was a business man, three were " race
terment" leaders and six were ordinary citizens who were well liked
their neighbors.

From this group of thirty. five political leaders,

two " race betterment" leaders and one leader of a fratern _J

organization were interviewed.
The fifth source of information about the Negro community and its
six non-focused interviews of community and race
leaders who were recommended by those leaders named In
schedule as people well versed In the affairs of the community.

One

a school teacher, one a dietician, one a social service worker.
a clerical employee, one a housewife and one a sophmore in Political
Uni v ersity of Illinois.

(This same political science. student
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s also employed in this study and administered the schedule to 33 of the

The non-focused interview s of those who were named as leader s
respondents to the schedule, and those who were in turn named as
ledgeable leaders in the community, lasted between one and four
In all instances the interviewer was inv ited to the leader's home
r a "half-hour" interview, but it invariably lasted much longer.
verage length of each interview was two and one-half hours .

The

Neither

one interviewed nor the interviewer seemed to mind spending addi anal time discussing the Penney campaign, the history and conditions of
community, and the people who inhabited the "north end of town . "
These interviews put meat on the bones of the raw data deri v ed
the other sources .

Without exception , those inter v iewed were well

rsed in the problems of their community and intimately immersed m
eking solutions to them .

They seemed to welcome the opportunit y to

. cuss their community and its people so that the y could focus on the
oblems; most of them appeared to be thinking aloud and searching for
to the problems as they spoke .
Much of the insight into the reasons that the C - U Negro community
in the spring of 1961 was deri v ed by piec i ng together the story
C. Penney campaign as told by these community leaders .

Each

of them . with differen c es in personalities , differences in orienta tion
differences in background, told the story from his own vantage point .
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They interpreted the events, their roles and the roles of others according
to what they conceived to be the necessities for v ictoryo

The circum -

stances surrounding one particular detail in the campaign makes their
differential treatment of e v ents clear.
Three of the Negro ministers inter v iewed, without a doubt, pla y ed
most significant roles in the campaign .

/

It is univ ersally agreed that it

s they who united the community for the common action.
te r viewing each of the Negro leaders separately

However , in

it was impressi v e to

rn tha t each had a different conception of the role t hat the ministers
One of the ministers accused another one of the le a ding ministers,
of throttling the militanc y of the communit y and of blocking
'on in the North End Ministerial Association to the point that it almost
to cancellation of the picketing and to disaster .

One of the political

e rs (Whom I would describe as conservati v e), in describing his role

In

campaign, related that he convinced this same minister (Whom he in
n thought extremely conser v ati v e) to continue the picketing.

But when

in ter v iewed this " conser v ati v e m i nister" I found him to ha v e had more
tual e x periences as a mili tant leader and to ha v e p a rticipated in far
e demonstrati v e actions than the o t her ministers combined and certainly
re than the other lay leaders.

What they ma y not ha v e been aware of ,

rhaps because the y did not ha v e much experience in demonstrative actions ,
s that a leader cannot march mil e s in front of his arm y or march withknowing whether his arm y is behind him .

Thi s " conser v ati v e "

nis ter related in the inter v iew that when the question of picketing was
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debated, he wanted to be sure that he had an army and that the army
be marching behind him.

He wanted to be certain that the picketing

successful and not fizzle out before it was well under way.

If

to be undertaken he insisted on an avenue for an organized
The minister who criticized him, and the political leader who
vinced him," misunderstood, in my opinion, what was essentially the
servative minister's well thought out militant plan of action.
However, in spite of the differences in the interpretation given.by
se interviewed to the events in the campaign, to the meaning of C-U
torical events and to the behavior patterns of the Negro populatio!l, it
not appear that any of the facts were in dispute.

All the information

red in the interviews contained essentially the same factual data.
here did the interviewer encounter outright contradictory statements . "
cause the facts were in essence the same, the differences in interprestood out more sharply and meaningfull y.
The interviewing of the randomly selected sample of C - U' s Negro
raised many interesting problems.

It had to be assumed that the

1

that was present in the C-U Black Ghetto would influence the
sponses to the schedule by the respondents and affect the rapport been the white interviewer and the Negro interviewee.

The interviewing

spring of 1961 when the Southern "Sit-in"
onstrations were at their height, as the " Freedom Riders" began
invade the bus terminals of the Southern citadels .

It was at the time

n schools had been closed to keep a few Negro children from sitting
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the same classroom with white children and to defy the Supreme Court
It was just after the season when the opening of schools for

saw men and women run after, spit on, kick and curse Negro
others leading their children to school.

Negro youth , adhering to the

·losophy of non -violence, were left bloodied by mobs of men.

All these

nts, in all their gory details, were reported daily in the press and
ily shown on television screens.

We can assume, having seen a T. V.

t in e v ery home we entered that nearly every Negro person in the C-U
Uo could have been apprised of what was happening nationally via

In addition the radio and "white'.' newspapers reported the
idents, and of course the Negro press and periodicals co v ered these ---1
more thoroughly.
It is therefore to be expected that these recent e v ents would con-

tion the relationship between a white inter v iewer, no matter how skilled,
his Negro respondents.

Under such circumstances the admOnition

sociological literature that the inter v iewers must not influence the
spondent's answers is hardly applicable.

A man with a white face

king into a Negro's horne, in the be st of times, is bound to unfold
ore his respondent the whole history, both p a st and present , as the
relationship between whites and Negroes and
tes in him a "set" which conditions his response to the questions. 38
·s does not necessarily mean that the response will be violent or
On the contrary it can very well be mild and condescending .
respondent, when asked how he would go about ending discrimination
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segregation replied, "I learned the right way a long time ago- - just say ,
es

.

Sir,

and Yes ma'am . I "

39

This extreme response was the onl y one

it s kind elicited from th e 105 respondents.

But whate v er the re sponse ,

is not independent of the respondent ' s conception of a nd attitude toward

I

....-I

relationship between whites and Negroes .
There is no doubt that e v en where there is cultural homogeneity, 1
response of any person is conditioned by the antecedents that molded
life a nd persona lity.

But in situations that bring together Negro and

.ite th e inter v ening conditioning is of a different qualit y; ther e is usuall y so

uch emotional invo lveme nt

heightening the fear s, apprehensions a nd

gonisms that the respondent is "on guard. "

To be sure , one inter v iewer

y, with the " wrong approach , , ' intensif y the intervening factors ; where s a nother, with the "correct approach ," may mollify them .

Howe v er,

must be recognized that e v en unde r the best of circumstances, con ide ring the personality differences tha t exist between indi v iduals, it is
leult to ascert a in the " right a pproa c h " to get the " correct answers. "
we a dd to per.sonality differences the unknowable effect of one-hundred
rs of strained relations, to put it mildly ,. then we must a ssume a sub tantial effect on a Negro respondent when a strange white inter v iewer
to the door .
In order to ascertain whether or not the circumstances surrounding
gro-white rela tions would strikingly affect the responses of the N e gro
spondent to a white inter v iewer, a h y pothesis w a s put forw a rd ; namel y ,
t the responses to the schedule that a Negro inter v iewer would get
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from the population sample would be different from those obtained by a
int e rviewer.
To test this hypothesis a Negro, Mr. Willi a m Smith, was employed,
been heretofore mentioned.

Mr. Smith a dministered the schedule

to thirty-three respondents and I to se v enty-two.
But before comparing the responses the two inter v iewers got, it
uld be best to discuss another decision m a de early in the survey to test
same hypothesis; i. e., to select randomly from the s a mple twenty
to be cross-inter v iewed.

The plan was to reinter v iew twenty

after the initial inter v iewing of the random sample was comThis plan was carried out.

But early in the interviewing , quite

accident, both interviewers administered the schedule to the s a me
spondent one week apa rt.

The result of this single cross inter v iew

oduced such clear-cut results bearing on the hypothesis and, more imon the te c hnique of interviewing, tha t it is worth discussing in

Question se v en in the inter v iewing schedule simply asks :
a church member? "

" Are

If the respondent answers, "Yes, " he is then

d to gi v e the name of his church and his pastor.

The question, on

surface, is not v ery profound or an emotionall y toned one ; ne v ertheless,
two interviewers got different responses.

I was first to question the

To me the respondent answered, " Yes," to the question on
ch membership and gave the name of the church and its p a stor; to
Negro inter v iewer the response was negati v e.

It so happened that
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Negro interviewer was a member of the same church that the respondent
ve

as his church to me.
This contradictory response raised several important questions.

o was gi v en the "correct answer"?

To answer that question we would

rst ha v e to define what constitutes church membership .

Did the respon-

nt tell the Negro interviewer that he was not a member because he had
iled to pay his yearly dues and did he tell me that he was a member beuse he was emotionally, if not financially, committed to the church?

There

any number of unfathomable reasons that the respondent may ha v e had,
for answering the way he did.

If the suggested ex-

church member in spirit without contributing to its
ers is the proper one, then both answers are correct .

The key then is

respondent's interpretation of the meaning of the question.

When I

r viewed the respondent he did not feel it necessary to have fulfilled all
obliga tions of a ch'urch member in order to answer to the question tn
affirmative; but to the Negro interviewer, whom he did not know
sonally but whom he had seen at church, the respondent thought it
essary to have fulfilled all the ob ligations of church membership
he could answer the question in the affirmati v e .
To most of the other questions asking for factual data, such as I
of birth, father's and mother's birthplace, etc., and even
stions about why he left his place of birth and carne to C - U, the
ers were identical for both of us .

In four other answers to factual

stions and in a whole series of attitude questions, one intelligent,

I
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forty-five year old, self-employed respondent gave different answers to
each interviewer.

The answers were as follows :

Response to
white interviewer

Do you intend to continue to
li v e in C-U?

yes

Response to
Ne gro interviewer

doesn't know

Would you like to continue
living in this house?

No, would like to
build new house .

Yes, it is p a id
for.

Father's occupation

Chanute Field
civil service
custodial

Janitor

Were you overseas? (In
the armed services)

Yes, 24 months
in India

Yes, 35 months
in India

The intentions of the respondent seem obvious m questions thirtytwo and thirty-six;

possibly he wanted to glve me the impression that he

was financially able to build a new house a nd was planning to do so

1U

the

near future, and that his father was not a "common" janitor but a civil
service custodial employee.

The motivation behind the different answers

to questions thirty-one and thirty-nine is anyone's guess .

It is conceivable

that the respondent could have reversed the answers to those two questions
produce the same effect.

Logical reasoning, based on a school of

ght in psychology, couldbe provided to explain his choice of answer
Also. it must be definitely considered th a t the difference in
rs given to the white and Negro interviewers m ay not be at all
cted with the relationship between whites and Negroes, but indicate

/
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persona lity phenomenon.

It must be conceded that personality differences

playa significant role in the interaction between respondent and interBut no individual is cultur a lly blank when he responds to questions
ced to him by an interviewer; he re a cts to the question and to the interr who places the question, both culturally and as a personality .

How-

r, when the questions are further along the continuum, on the emotionally
rged side, personality differences are guided inexorably by the cultural
ext in which the respondent and interviewer find themselves.
Table III below is a comparison based on the same respondent ' s
wers to the more emotionally charged attitude questions.
As a precautionary aid, the technique of typing questions on sepa rate
used for certain questions.

Questions 42 through 51, 60 and

on separate cards a nd gi v en to the respondent as the
r viewer read the question.

When he answered one question

he was

n gi ve n the next card. This was done in order to maximize for the respond'e nt
understanding of the question.

It was also felt that this procedure

ld minimize the random selection of any answer by the respondent to
the inter v iew over quickly and to a v oid taking a "public" stand on a
troversial issue.

It was hoped that the card would give the respondent

ething to focus on and thereby involve him more in the questioning .
no way of knowing whether either purpose was achieved by this
It is obvious, however, for whatever reason, that the respondent

a different "public" stand with the two interviewers on these conrsial issues (except in question 49).

To questions 42, 43, 44 and 48

\)~ \\j..\~~
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TABLE

III

A RESPONDENT IS ANSWERS IN A CROSS-INTERVIEW>:'
Response to
white inter v iewer

Response to
Ne ro inter v iewer

· Picketing

harmful

excellent

· Fair Employment Law

harmful

partially good

· Boycott

harmful

good

Pra y er

partially good

excellent

Education and training

good

excellent (most
emphatic)

partially good

good

Politic a l action

not good

excellent

Mov ing to another city

good

good

" Sit-ins II

not good

partiall y good

" Fr e edom Riders"

partially good

not good

• Setting a good example

stions 53 and 57 asked. in addition to a "yes" or "no" answer. the
sons for the choice.
Response to
Re sponse to
white inter v iewer Ne
0 inter v iewer
Would y ou consider movin~
into a hostile community?

In your lifetime will you see
the end of discrimination?

"No. wouldnltgo
where I wasn't
wanted o II

Yes, I'd ta ke the
events as they
carne. II
II

"Doubt it, but we
"No, damn right
will make improve- an eye - for-an-eye
ments. Wise people is the best method- of both race s should not enough being
get together and work
used . II
things out intell-igent- .
ly. No need for 'fighting ab otJ.t it . II

questions 42 to 51 the respondent was gi v en the choice of excellent ,
, partially good. not good and harmful to evaluate the methods sugd for ending discrimination. (See schedule in appendix for actual
'ng. )
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in answers is substantial;

it could hardly be attributed to mis-

or the disinterested selection of any number.

The answers

compared with the respondent's answers to the
tion about church membership, provide an interesting exercise for
interested in analyzing the psychological motivation, but are not of
se the purpose of this study.
Questions 53 and 57, although they asked for a "yes " or "no" answer,
"red the interviewer to probe for reasons.

The reasons given in the

rs to these questions leaves very little doubt as to the presence of
vening variab les which conditioned the respondent's reply.

To the

interviewer the respondent said he would not buy a house in a
orhood where he "was not wanted"; to the Negro interviewer he
ssed readiness to " take the events as they come" in defense of his
to live in the neighborhood of his choice.

Again, talking to the whitel

rviewer he was in favor of working "things out intelligently"; and to
Negro inter v iewer, for fighting physically.

It_ is significant to note

s connection that of the 105 original interviewees five out of thirtye espoused the "eye-for-an-eye" philosophy to the Negro interviewer,
reas only one out of se v enty-two indicated to the white interviewer that
is an expedient method for ending discrimination

~

From this single cross- interview it would appear that the cultural
is exceedingly important to take into account in conducting surutilizing any of the interviewing techniques --structured , unstructured
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non-directed o

In certain areas, particula rly those dealing with emotion -

ly charged attitudinal questions, the indications a re tha t the inter v iewing

considerable we a knesses.

Howe v er, let us set a side

on this single inter v iew until the results of the twent y crossa re presented.

In the me a ntime let us return to the question of

personality differences of the respondents and their reaction
differences in the inter v iewers

r

approaches could account for the

cific differences in their replies.
r perspecti v e.

This time we can exa mine it from

Were the responses to the schedule tha t the two

recei v ed from the sample of 105 Negro respondents simila r

-------'~

?

In other words, did the effects of personality d i fferences

respondents e v en themsel v es out on the av erage in the 105 inte r v iews?
Below are listed some of t he most pertinent questions in the stud y ,
answ e rs an d t h e percentages f or e a c h

0

. t er Vlewers.
·
-3-1"\v
f th e ln

U'{)
I

TABLE IV
RESPONDENTS

r

ANSWERS TO SELECTED QUESTIONS TO TWO
INTERVIEWERS
Responses to
white inter v iewer

o respondents

Responses to
Negro inter v iewer

69%

31%

4%
68%
28%

o

umn 11 - Question 5
of respondent
36%
64%
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Responses to
white interviewe r

Responses to
Negro inter v iewer

4%
81 %
15%

73%
27%

n 13 - Question 7
no response
yes
no

o

16 - Question 9
no re sponse
near South
far South
North, below C-U
North, above C- tJ
West
in C-U

4%
29%
4Q%

6%
8%

o
21 %
37%
15%
12 %

o

o

13%

15%

4%
8%

6%

18 - Question 10
no response
third grade or less
abov e third grade
(grade school incomplete)
completed grade school
high school, incomplete
completed high school
college incomplete
college degree (s)
n 19 - Question lOa
cial job training
no response
yes
no
Question II
ngth of time re spondent
livedinC-U
no response
I year or less
1-3 years
3-5 years
5-10 years
10 - 20 years
20-40 y ears
40 or more year s

o

22 %
16 %
14%
27%
3%

21 %
15%
24%
31 %

6%

3%

4%
28%

68%

4%
3%
1%
3%
14%
29%
28%
18 %

o

o
30%
70%

o
6%

o
9%

6%
37%
27%
15%
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Responses to
Responses to
white interviewer Ne
0 interviewer
lumn 24 - Question I3a - 20
Major occupation before coming
to C-U
no response
menial labor
semi - skilled labor
skilled labor
clerical
profe ss ional
non-profes sional civil se rvice
dome stic
farming
self-employed
housewife
other or student
27 - Question 21
What brought respondent to C-U
(specific reason)
no response
relatives lived here
Chanute Field (civilian
employment)
Air Force inductee
railroad
job prom i sed
born here
to go to U. of I.
other

4%
22 %
15%
4%
0
1%
0
6%
14%
0
0
34%

3%
18%
3%
0
0
0
0
9%
9%
0
6%
52 %

4%
53%

6%
67%

4%
8%
II %
4%
13 %
3%
0

3%
0
0
3%
15%
3%
3%

6%
18 %
26%
II %
0
6%
8%
10%
0
3%
8%
4%

3%
31 %
21 %
3%
3%
6%
0
9%
0
6%
12 %
6%

28 - Question 22

respondent
no response
menial labor
semi-skilled labor
skilled labor
clerical
professional
non-professional civil ser vice
domestic
farming
self-employed
housewife
other and retired
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Response to
white interviewer

Response to
Ne ro interviewer

n 33 - Question 28
Does respondent own or rent
house
no re sponse
owns house
rents house

4%
58%
38%

52%
48%

lumn 39 - Question 31
Does respondent intend to continue
to li ve in C - U
no response
yes
no
other

4%
68%
8%
20%

85%
9%
6%

lumn 40 - Question 32
Would respondent like to
continue living in pre sent
house
no re sponse
yes
no
other

4%
60%
28%
8%

49%
39%
12%

o

o

o

lumn 55 - Question 42
no response
excellent
good
partially good
not good
harmful

8%
39%
29%
17%
6%
1%

6%
43%
30%
15%
6%

lumn 56 - Question 43
Fair Employment Law
no re sponse
excellent
good
partially good
not good
harmful

6%
40%
29%
13%
6%
6%

3%
46%
33%
12%
6%

o

o
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Response to
Response to
white interviewer Negro interviewer
Column 57 - Question 44
Boycott
no response
exce llent
good
partiall y good
not good
harmful

7%
34%
32 %
15%
II %
1%

9%
24%
34%
9%
24%
0

Column 58 - Question 45
Prayer
no response
exce llent
good
partially good
not good
harmful

6%
54%
15%
13%
1I%
1%

0
52 %
27%
9%
12 %
0

Column 59 - Question 46
Education and training
no response
excellent
good
partially good
not good
harmful

6%
73%
17%
3%
1%
0

3%
91 %
6%
0
0
0

Column 60 - Question 47
Setting a good example on the job
no response
excellent
good
partiall y good
not good
harmful

10%
38%
34%
10%
4%
4%

0
33%
55%
9%
3%
0

Column 61 - Question 48
Politic al action
no response
excellent
good
partially good
not good
harmful

6%
43%
31 %
13%
6%
1%

3%
55%
21 %
15%
6%
0
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Response to
Response to
white interviewer Ne
0 interviewer
n 62 - Question 49
ving to another city for
ater job opportunitie s
no response
exce llent
good
partially good
not good
harmful

6%
13%
15%
17%
38%
11%

0
15%
43%
12%
24%
6%

II %
30%
20%
18%
15%
6%

6%
21%
34%
15%
12%
12%

6%
38%
21%
17%
14%
4%

3%
24%
40%
18%
12%
3%

65 - Question 52
respondent had a choice, would
live in Negro or mixed comunity
no response
Negro
mixed
either

4%
11%
54%
31%

0
24%
67%
9%

66 - Question 53
QuId respondent consider movinto a hostile c ommunity
no response
yes
no
yes , but

6%
44%
44%
6%

0
36%
55%
9%

n 63 - Question 50
no response
excellent
good
partially good
not good
harmful
n 64 - Question 51
reedom Riders "
no response
excellent
good
partially good
not good
harmful
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n 70 - Question 57
Does respondent expect to see
end of discrimination in lifetime
no response
yes
no
doubtful

Response to
white interviewer

Response to
Ne ro interviewer

13%

o

13%
31%

24%
58%
18%

14%

6%

84%

91%

1%
1%

3%

43%

n 71 - Question 58
Is progress being made toward
no response
yes
no
doubtful

o

59
Amount of progress
(toward integration)
no response
great progress
some progress
very little progress
no progres s
other

15%

6%

40%

27%
52%
12%

32%
7%

6%

o

o

3%

In examining the percentages of the answers to each question that
interviewer separately elicited from his respondents, it would be
icult to arri v e at a clear - cut decision as to whether or not, on the
rage, the answers received were similar.

One of the major ob-

des is the relative ly small size of the sample.

Because of this it

hardly be justifiable to base a decision on a comparison between
responses gathered by two interviewers from a total of 105 cases
of a population of 5,273.

With such a small sample , 72 cases for
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interviewer and 33 for the other, it is extremely difficult to ascertain
ther or not the differences in the percentages are due to chance or to
differences in the answers.

However, e v en though a definitive

·sion is ruled out, an examination of the answers does shed some light
the inter v iewing problem when there are intervening cultural dif nces between interviewers and between interviewer and respondent.
the degree to which different personalities react to different interviewis indeterminable and therefore raises certain problems with regard
r viewing as a technique for "measuring" population characteristics.
Question 5 was included in the chart primarily to gi v e the male
female composition of the sample.

However, here is an example

ing the difficulty of determining whether the re verse proportion in the
- female composition for each inter v iewer is a chance error , whether
to some incorrect procedure or perhaps to inter v ening cultural
(The greater influence and stability of the mother in the Negro
·ly life ma y have influenced the Negro inter v iewer in his approach m

the head of the household and the opposite may ha ve been true
the whi t e inter v iewer.)

The responses for both interviewers in

stions 7 , 9, II, 13a, 21, 28 , 31, 58 and 59 are close enough for an y
tage differences to be attributed to chance.

But the answers to

stions 10, 22 and 32 cannot be easily attributed to chance error.
about which there was some doubt as to the authenticit y of
provides a considerable difference in the percentages of
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respondents who attended high school.
~ikely

This difference is

much more

to be due to the respondent's reaction to some difference in the

interviewers, but may not necessarily be connected with their racial
origin.

The difference in age and experience between the two interviewers

could possibly account for many of the differences in the answers.

This

may have been the case in the question asking for the respondent's occupation (question 22); the interviewer who had greater experience with types
of occupations was more able to probe for and categorize the work a
respondent did.
Question 47 was deliberately selected because I felt that this
question, which I have found from many years of experience usually evokes
a hostile re sponse among Negroe s, would elicit a large negative response.
at least for a white interviewer.

But as it turned out the two interviewers

got about the same answers.
The evaluation of "Sit-ins" and the "Freedom Riders" are both
interestingly reversed in their excellent and good responses for the two
interviewers._ For whatever the reasoning behind the reverse proportions
of the answers to these two questions. it could be conjectured that they
show the emotional impact that "Sit-ins" and the "Freedom Riders"
had on the sample interviewed in the spring of 1961.
Now let us get back to the single person cross-interviewed as
reported on page 48. and compare his divergent evaluations of the
methods to end discrimination in questions 42 through 51, 53 and 57 with
the averages for the two interviewers for the same questions.

The
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evaluations of the methods suggested in questions 42 , 43, 44, 45 and 48, to
which the single respondent gave diametrically opposite answers to the two
interviewer s, were on the average remarkably similar for each interviewer.
Question 57, which asks for a general appraisal of the methods to end
discrimination and to which the answers given by the single cross-interviewee were different, were on the average for all the interviews also
somewhat different.

Questions 50 and 51 on "Sit-ins" and "Freedom

Riders" previously discussed, which showed an interesting re v erse order
in the excellent and good responses for the two interviewers, were like wise answered differently by the single cross-interviewee.

The answers

on the average to question 53 (buying a house in a white neighborhood) were
not similar and the answers on the single cross-interview were diametrical ly opposite for the two interviewers, but the reasoning behind the responses,
it would appear from the balance of the percentages , must ha v e been different on the average from the reasoning of the single respondent.

Question

57, intere stingly, on the average produced for each inte rviewer the same
results as the answer each received from the single cross interview :

the

doubtful response that I elicited from the single interviewee was similar
to the doubtfuls , particularly if the no responses are also added to the
doubtful column I received from all the respondents.

My assistant

elicited a no from the single interviewee, and also had a preponderance
of no's to question 57 from all his interviews.

Finally, the percentages

of the different evaluations of "Moving to another city" (question 49) show
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that there is a tremendous difference between the answers received by both
interviewer s. whereas the single interviewee gave both interviewers the
same answer.
After this comparison of the percentages of the answers the two
interviewers received from their respective respondents and the results
they elicited from the single cross-interviewee, it is obvious, from the
evidence, that a case has not been made for the supposition that on the
average the answers will be similar.

Although in spots the answers were

remarkably close in percentages for the two interviewers , there" were
also a great number of convincing dissimilarities.

The hypothesis cannot

stand that two interviewers from different cultural backgrounds, interviewing a population sample with a history that makes one of the inter viewers a member of the out - group, will compile on the average similar
answers.

The reasoning behind the differences may be varied and highly

conjectural, but the presence of intervening cultural factors that could
account for the differences is unmistakable.
Now let us examine the results of the twenty proposed cross-interviews to see whether or not the dive.rgent answers given to the two interviewers in the first cross-interview earlier in the study will be duplicated.
Out of twenty addresses where I had interviewed respondents , two Negro
interviewers returned fifteen completed schedules.
To obtain the cross-interviews, I hired, in addition to William
Smith, George James.

George James is a thirty-one year old Negro

student at the University of Illinois, a junior in political science.

In
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small number of interviews, there did not appear to be any apparent
between the ty pes of responses received by William Smith
J ame s; both got the same variety of answers which typified
entire study.
To secure a random sample to conduct the cross-interviewing, I
slips of paper with the addresses of seventy-one Negro respondents
t I had interviewed into a large jar.

(I left out the address of the one

spondent that William Smith and I had already cross-interviewed. ) My
children, aged eight and five, were given the honor of picking twenty
resses out of the jar.

Ten were given to G eorge JaIn! s and ten to

George James turned in eight comp leted interviews .

At

of the addresses he was given, he was unable to interview the same
spondent that I had interviewed .

At one he could not locate the same

at the other, alth ough the respondent said he was previously interwed, the factual data (place of birth, number of children, etc.) were so
could not pos sibly have been the same pe rson .

William

seven acceptable interviews including the one already dis ssed; he did not complete the remaining four interviews because of uneen personal circumstances.
The results of the cross-interviews are listed in Table V in
Column one indicates the interviewer; I am number one (1),
illiam Smith is two (2) and Geo rge James is six (6) .

In columns 55

rough 64, oealing with methods for ending discrimination, one (1) is
ellent, two (2) good, three (3) partially good, four (4) not good and

(5) harmful.

To uncode the rest of the answers see the complete

with questions and answers in Appendix B .

A difference of one
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code numbers must not be interpreted as in an integral scale ;
a number of instances as in column thirteen (I3) , Y.!:..2.. is one (I) and~

(2 ).
Not all the answers in the cross-interview were listed in Table V
A select number of "purely" factual answers are given where
pairs are identical (columns 16 and 69) ; most of the replies indicating
status and roles are also given (columns 12 , 13 , IS, 18, 20, 27,

28, 29,

and all of the responses to the attitude questions are
listed (columns 55 through 66, 70 and 73).
In columns 16 and 69 , which give the place of birth and age of the
respondent, the answers are identical.. Replies to the question asking
status (column 12) showed three pairs with different responses ;
one pair the answers married (I) and separated (5) appeared , in one
divorced (6) and widower (4) and m one single (2) and seR,arated (5).
more sets of

~

Two

and no answers were added to the orig&nal cross-interview

in response to the question about church membership (column 13).

Column

IS, which inquired about the organizations to which the respondent belonged ,

produced five pairs with different answers to the white and Negro interviewers.

This discrepancy , however,

may be related to the experience

of the interviewer m probing for answers that the respondent might not
have instantly connected with the question.

For example, a higher per -

centage of respondents indicated to me than to either of my colleagues
that they were membe r s of trade unions .

No doubt the fact that my

trade - union experience was greate r than that of either of the interviewers
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would partially explain this occurence.

The education of a respondent ,

which may be considered a status designation , received the most divergent
This was not at all surprising , as has been already indicated,
because while doing the seventy-two interviews I was of the opinion that
the answers to the question on education did not represent the "whole
truth.

II

This is not to say that there were great exaggerations or that the

responses all went in one direction.

On the contrary, some may not have

deviated more than' one semester from the truth and some may have depreciated the length of their education to produce a different status effect ,
namely, to give the impression that they made great progress on their
own without much formal education.

But whate ver the re spondents I

reasoning , in the fifteen cross - interviews the answers to the amount
(column 18) revealed a difference in five out of the fifteen

Answers to the questions asking the length of residence in C-U
(column 20) produced three pairs that were different, but not by too many
Other answers to questions which can be connected with status
and roles as reported in columns 27, 28, 29, 30, 33, 39 and 40 had
pairs which were different.
In the responses to the attitude questions (columns 55 through 66,
70 and 73) there are two types of differences observed; one is a dif ference in degree , the other is a difference in kind.

In most instances

there are shades of differences between (1) excellent and (2) good.

But

in a number of cases the difference is between (3) part ially good and
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) harmful or (1) excellent and (4) not good o

The latter are substantial

serious differences which must be taken into account when conducting
veys, particularly in those areas dealing with attitudes regarding
up conflict and bringing into play cultural differences between the
spondent and interviewero

Differences in degree are not as serious

do not substantially affect the findings of a sur v ey.

However , both

these differences may well be hazards of the trade that the social
cientists may never be able to correct completelyo
Much more analyzing and interpreting could be done with the data
the cross-interviews, but since that is not the main focus of this
study , suffice it to say that it indicates the great care that must be taken
to avoid reporting as findings the reac tion of the re spondents to the inte r viewer rather than as the character i stics and attitudes of the interviewee.
The first cross-interview reported earlier is no doubt all; extreme case
as are a few of the later cross - interviews.

But the percentage with

extremely divergent answers is far too great to go unrecognized.

AI-

cauti oned my colleagues to do the same) took the greatest
minimize the influence of the intervening cultural variables,
ne vertheless it must be recognized and accepted that unavoidable errors
are present in the findings .

However , it is felt that none of the in -

evitable errors have altered the findings of this study to any extent.
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CHAPTER III
HANGING SOCIAL ROLES WHICH SUPPORT MINORITY COLLECTIVE ACTION : THE "NEW NEGRO"
The term "new Negro" has come into vogue recently to distinguish
tween the Negro who had to accept , even though reluctantly , his inferior
status , and the Negro who is fighting for full equality and first class citizenIn a recent television broadcast featuring four prominent Negroes ,
Dr . Kenneth Clark , Professor of Social Psychology at
the City College of New York, the same term , "new Negro , " was used to
explain t he upsurge of militant activities and to describe the Negro people
who are participat ing in them throughout the country .

A similar explanation

was given to a question placed to one of the Negro m i nisters interviewed
When he was asked, " How do you explain the succes sful fight
ofC-U's Negroes against J . C . Penney in light of their h i story of passivity?"
his reply was , "There is a ' new Negro ' in C-U . "

Others interviewed ,

particularly those who had attempted in the past to unify the community to
protest against discr i mination, in searching for reasons to explain the
militant action of the community in 1961 , also indicated that there is a new
type of N eg ro in C-U .
The main purposes of the schedule administered to the 105 respondents l
to determine the characteristics of the Negro presently residing in

c-u

and to ascertain as far as it was poss i ble whether he is any d iffe rent

from the Negro who has resided in this, small urban ghetto in the past.

~

While the findings of this study are being reported , the history of Negroes
in C-U will be traced to provide the backdrop for o ur d i scuss io n .
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The C - U Negro ghetto is a small area approximately ten city blocks
twelve city blocks on the north s ide of the C - U community betwee n the
in cities where the Illinois Central and the Wabash Railroads cross each
In addition , as has been previously mentioned, there are about five
her pockets of Negro inhabitants nearby or adjoin i ng this general area
nd one area on the south side of Champaign adjacent to the 1. C . Railroad ,
city blocks in size, which for many decades has housed Negro

There are many tre ories as to the origin of the ghetto proper and
subghettos .

One is that prior to the Civil War C :- U was a station in

e unde rground ra ilroad .

Numbers of Negroe s, running away from slave ry

I .

n search of freedom up North, found employment in Champaign and settled
re o At first they were located near the ra i lroad tracks , according to

41
interviewed , .

because of the large hotel which was part of

station and which employed large numbers of Negroes, who
lived in or near the premises and remained in th e area after the hotel
burned to the gro und.

Another theory

. 42

brings the Negro to C-U in suc-

After the Civil War Negroes left the plantations in search
of jobs and a better way of life .

They traveled north by foot , the i r only

means of transportat i on , found jobs in cities along the way and in successive stages and generations , they and their descendents arrived at and
found employment in C - U .

T hey took up re side nce near their place of

employment but were offered housing only i n the least desirable section
of the city adjacent to the railroad tracks.

St i ll another theory brings

'? ,
.......
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roes to the community as railroad laborers.

One of the respondents

3,

the interview schedule, for example, was recruited about 1910 in the
uth to work on the Illinois Central Railroad, which was out on strike .
was brought up to C-U by boxcar with a large number of other Negroes
housed in the railroad yard, unaware that a strike was in progress .
that time until 1928 large numbers of Negroes were employed prering trains for runs to New Orleans.

The type of locomotives in use

the 1. C. at that time made it necessary for the train to stop twice on
way to New Orleans in order to T1knockT1 the fires in the locomotives and
remove the T1 c linkers. T1

Champaign was one of the stops.

At C-U the

motive was taken to the roundhouse, where it was prepared to pull
its r eturn trip to Chicago; another locomotive already prepared
hitched to the train to continue its trip south.

In 1928 a larger loco-

used and a new way was found to remove the T1clinkersT1;
result more than half the Negroes employed by the 1. C. were laid off.
Subsequently, further rationalization of ra ilroading and modern
ustria l deve lopme nts co ntinued to re duce the numbe rs of Negroes in C - U
ployed as railroad laborers.

When the depression hit this community

brought many more white people in competition for jobs traditionally
by Negroes.

43

Prior to the dep'ression, red-caps were exclusive-

during an d for many year s afte r the early 1930 l s the se jobs rehands of white workers. 44 Today very few of C-U's Negroes /
employed as railroad workers.

None of the respondents to the

study gave the railroad as their place of employment; a
of the older respo.ndents gave railroad labor as their former occupaBut a large number of respondents (no specific tabulation was made)
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had fathe rs who worked as railroad La bore rs or came to C - U to stay
relatives who were working for the railroad .
Probably there is some validity to each of the theories advanced .
are probably many other reasons that Negroes came to C-U in the
early years of the format i on of the Negro ghetto.

Still the strongest evi- /

I

/

dence seems to indicate that the primary reasons for the presence of
Negroes in C-U was the availability of jobs for Negroes as domestics and
hotel workers, and a s railroad laborers.

However , since the end of rail-

road labor jobs for Negroes, the attraction to C - U has not been v e ry great
for Negroes .

1,5

Large numbers no doubt came through C-U , '

absence of a sizeable labor market for Negroes
downey stu ciy , not too many stayed .
from 3 , 651 in 1950 to 5 , 273 in 1960

but in the

as revealed i n the Karsh-

Although C-U 1s Negro population went

46 '

an increase of 44 per c ent as

compared with an increase of 24.5 per cent for ttl:! total population of C-U ,
the percentage of Negroes in C-U 1s total population w ent from 8 per cent ./
in 1950 to 9 per cent in 1960 .

This N e gro population still does not repre-

sent a very substanti al s egment of C-U 1s total populat i on , but is growing
in importance.
In the i r response to th e questi on, "What brought you to C-U ?

\1

(questi on 21) , 57 per cent of the sample from the present Negro popula- /'
tion gave as the i r specif ic attraction to C-U the fact that they had
relatives here .

The breakdown of the i r responses is a s follows :

V"'"
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TABLE VI

WHAT BROUGHT RESPONDENT TO C-U
Total
re sponse s
no response
relatives lived here
Air Force inductee
Chanute Field (civilian employment)
railroad
job promised
born here
to go to U . of I
othe r

5
60
6
4

Percentages

5%
57%
60/0
4%
7%
4%
13%
3%
1
100%

8

4
14
3
1
105

In the absence of well publicized and actual lucrative job opportuniin C-U the above table presents data which explain
inhabitants here .

what brought the

However, the increase in the Negro population

and the reason that those who c arne to join relatives stayed can perhaps
best be explained by the seve ral changes in the last decade in job opportuni ties available to Coo U Negroes : the opening up of some cle rical job
opportunities , the breaki ng of Jim-C row practices (to some extent) in
several unions , the ending of discr i mination in the hiring policy of Chanute
Field and the "merit employment" policy of the University of Illinois .
These opportunities fo r emp loyment are not in themse lve s sta rUing , nor
do they represent a total break with past practices .

But there is a gradual

softening of the hardened attitudes toward employi ng Negroes in many
places of employment in and around C-U .

The more leni ent

employment polic i es contribute greatly to this community ' s power to hold ..,.1
its Negro citizens.
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Another factor which may have some bearing on the size of Negro
population growth in C -U is the general economic conditim .that has prevailed throughout the United States in the last half of the decade.
the general economic conditions have
"recessions.

II

be~n

Although

good in spite of several severe

there has not been the great demand for industrial workers

that provided the avenue for upward mobility for large numbers of Negroes
between 1941 and 1950 .

47

.

With the leveling off of the war-created inflation-

ary spiral and the beginnings of the industrial and commercial emphasis on
greater automation. the critical shortage of labor has eased considerably .
As a result Negroes again have been facing the same reversals that they
faced after World War I

,48 "

and the depression; they have been losing to

competing white workers the jobs they had won during periods of c ritical
shortage.

So the last half of the 1950 ' s have not offered to Negroes any-

where ready-made opportunities for j obs and a better way of life .

With the

absence of a great pull to waiting jobs elsewhere. Negroes no doubt have
stayed in C - U to take advantage of the so mewha t improve d job opportunities

This absence of the easy answer of going where jobs are plentiful
suggests why the C-U Negro community may have found the necessary
soldiers to march in the picket line fo r jobs at J . C . Penney.

The 105

respondents to the schedule were asked to rate . " . . . moving to a city
where there are greater job opportunities" as a method for getting better
Negroe s; 44 per cent rated it not good or harmful , 15 per ce nt
......._ _-"--"'-o_o_d. 24 per cent good and 13 per cent excellent.

But even those
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who rated it good or excellent often qualified their answer by indicating that
in the absence of job opportunities they were left with no other choice but to
Clearly 44 per cent indicated that going elsewhere is not the solution
to their job problem and many of them expressed the feeling that job discrimination is no le sse lsewhere .

In othe r wo rds what the C - U Negro popula-

tion may have bee n thinki ng in the early mont hs of 1961 in view of the "downturn in the business cycle" (discussed in Chapter I) was that there was no
alternative but to stay and fight.
However, this recognition of his tremendous plight would not distinguish the present C-U Negro from Negroes who have inhabited the ghetto
over the many decades.
them for a century.

The lack of adequate job opportunities has been with

They have always been the last hired and the first laid-

off and have performed the most menial tasks, jobs left for them in the
absence of any white competitors .

Even under the best of conditions , in

periods of tremendous labor demand, neither C-U nor the nation as a
whole has offered its better jobs to Negroes; they have always been on the
bottom rung of the occupational ladder .

Yet in previous years C-U Negroes

went to the ir as signed jobs without muc h protest.

0 n the other ha nd, some

of those who were not hopelessly trapped in the quagmire of perpetual
poverty and who had higher aspirations protested with their feet--they left
for more promising communities.

In attempting to find a neat - cause-effect relationship in any social
phenomenon, it is necessary to keep tw o things in mind :

one . that

social proce·ss is continuous and change takes place over a period of
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time; and, two, that the whole gamut of life's processes continually intervenes in each social act making it extremely d i fficult to
crucial eleme nts .

i's olate the m O.st

T he causes that led to the dramatic demonstrative

picketing in C-U in 1961 resulted from an accumulation of gradual and sud-I
den social c hanges over a pe riod of time .

There is not one cause but a

multiplicity of causes, some major a nd some minor , which intervened to
change the soc ial milieu a nd the individuals w i thin i t.

The Negro , as the

product of changed and changing social conditions over d ecades , is nationally
demonstrating his unwillingness to live with Jim-Cr.ow and in C-U is demand--'

ing his rightful share of job opportunities . 49 In th i s respect he is d i stinguishable from the Negroes who occ upied the ghettos , in both the North
and the South , in previous gene rations .

The explos ions which ha ve take n

place in a score of places throughout the country have been long in c orning .
The y represent the culmination of the dramatic and the less dramatic
incipient and incessant social changes and the uneven cultural development
of individual Negroe s whic h ha ve accompa nied the major socia 1, ec onomic
and political development of our American society since the Civil War .
In spite of the Jim Crow laws passed after Reconstruct i on, individual Negroes followed along the general path taken by our culture toward
social , economic and intellectual betterment.

To be sure, Jim Crow

placed insupe rable obstacles in their path ; many lagged behi nd and some
fell from the white God's grace in their attempt.

But although the schools

were inferior, the r i ght to vote deni ed , the wages and job opportunities
meager, a nd the social treatment at t i mes inhuman , Negroes mad e
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continual progress.

Thus in 1961, looking at the C-U ghetto , we find

its inhabitants with ITlany attributes different froITl those of the last genera- -./
tions inhabitants who were in turn , at a different stage of developITlent
from their predecessors.
However) it ITlust be recorded that the change in population characteristics has not been so draITlatic and drastic as to ITlake the entire C-U
Negro population undistinguishable froITl their forerunners.
of social change is slow and is unevenly internalized.
be seen in the changes in faITlily living.

./

The process

A good exaITlple ITlay

Whatever the historical background

for the cultural patternof faITlily life in the Negro cOITlITlunity, it is well
known that the ITlother is ITlore the center of the faITlily life than is the case
in white AITlerica n faITlilies.

Of the 105 respondents to the schedule in this

study 91 per cent answered to the designation as head of the household .· The]
sex ratio of the respondents was 58 per cent ITlale and 39 per cent feITlale .
This ratio is far different froITl what one would expect to find in a siITlilar
study of a white cOITlITlunity and also different froITl what a siITlilar study
of this Negro cOITlITlunity would have uncovered in prior decades .

In

previous decades there no doubt would have been far fewer ITlales c\ll:swer"head of the household."
The fa'ITliliy stability of Negroes was discussed in the interviews
with the leaders of the Negro cOITlITlunity.

One leader, a young civil

service secretarial eITlployee at the University of Illinois and a leading
chu:ch WOITlan, said that the incidence of fatherless faITlilies has greatly /
diminished in recent years but there are as yet far too ITlany Negro

II
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families in C-U without a father as family head .

It was her view that the

assumption of family responsibility and obligations by fathers improved
when fathers were in a financial and social position to feed, clothe and
defend their families. 50 As long as fathers were compelled, mainly in
the South, to stand by and powerlessly watch their wives and children
abused- -as long as they did not have sufficient ea rning power to provide
adequately for their family without the whole famity's having to work,
ny turned from their shame and frustration by escaping from all
milial re spons ibility .

T his well-info rmed woman also expres sed he r-

elf on sex morality as it related to the family .

It was her observation

hat the high incidence of bastardy in the Negro community has had its
' story in the precarious conditions of a slave ' s life in the South, and
his history has been perpetuated by the absence of sancti ons in the form
shame and dishonor in the Negro community attached to having children
To be sure, she continued, w i th more and mo r e Negroes
of an improved status in life approximating middle class
mo re Negroes have als 0 adopted white middle clas s mo rality :
y expect their daughters to remain chaste and they educate their sons
"men of the world" with other men's daughters.
There are other characteristics of the C-U Negro populati on which
icate the gradual and slow process of cultural change and assimilation
which are not completely different from what they were in the past.
tabulation of the answers to some of the questions in the schedule
11 help to demonstra te this point.
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TABLE VII
LENGTH OF TIME RESPONDENTS liVED IN C-U
T ota 1 response s
no respons e
1 year or les s
1-3years
3-5 years
-lD yea rs
0-20 years
20-40 years
o years 0 r more

Perce ntages

3%
4%
1%
5%

3
4
1

5
12
33

\ 11%

29

)2!3%

18

17%

105

100%

I

31%__

Y

~

The preceding table indicates a far greater population stability

han one would expect on the basis of what the white political leader I
rviewed said about the influx of Negroes to C-U.

He told of Negroes

uring daily into C-U from the train c oming from N e w Orleans .
does not show a high, percentage of transients :

But

76 per cent ofl

lived in C-U ten years or more ; 88 per cent five years or
It may well be that a large number of Negroes come in daily to
but in the absence of accessible job opportunitieEl mave
to other cit ies .
If we compare our findings with those in the study done by Janet

romwell in 1934 0 f 100 C-U Negroes "chosen largely at random so far
s place of abode was concerned,"

51

we c onclude that , in aggregate,

present Negroes have lived in C-U a much . longer ti me than those
She tabulated from her schedule the follo wi ng statist ic s .

52
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Length of residence
in years

Number of
re s po nde nts

21
10
16
25
11
5
4
1
3
4

0-4
5-9
10- 14)
15 - 1920-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-44
45 and over

0'-

9

'" J
f}~

/0- 1'1

2~f.

"0'

1

.

-

'f..;:

The comparison of the two tables, obtained from samples separated
by twenty-six years, would seem to confirm greater stability for the
present C-U population.

Another statistic garnered from this present

study, as indicated in Table VIII below, that a large percentage, 62 per
cent, were eithe r born in C - U or carne to C - U directly from the ir place
of birth , would likewise suggest stability.

TAB LE YIn ::

NUMBER OF MOVES BEFORE COMING
TO C-U
Number of moves
no response

o
1
2

3
4

R es ponses

3
15
44
24
15
4
105

Percentages

3%
14%

42%
23%
14%
4%

100%

The length of employment with one company, although frequently
hardly a choice of employees, particularly Negro employees , provides
another good barometer of the stability of the populace.
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TABLE IX
LENGTH OF EMPLOYMENT WITH PRESENT EMPLOYER
Responses
no response, hous ewife
unemployed
1 year or less
1- 3 years
)-5 years
5-10 years
10-20 years
20-40 years
t! 0 years or more

0

Perce ntage s

r
31
11
4
11
20
21
6
1

30%
10%
4%
10%
19%
20%

6%
1%

The large percentage of no response (30 per cent) and 1 year or less
10 per cent) reflect a number of problems in connection with employment :
problem of unemployment; the lack of substantial jobs, particularly for
rate of turn-over on the seasonal jobs for women in the
domestics who go from job to job; and the matter of drifters and
gave up the struggle .

It would be incorrect to say that a similar

tu dy in previous decades would have turned up a greater number of
ear or less and no response answers; the opposite may even have been
But if we compare the wider range of job categories in which the

-u

Negro citizen is now employed with his job potential in the past, then

would most c er.tainly be found that there are people with seniority in
hose jobs which were not traditionally given to Negroes.

This fact adds

to greater stability.
A good barometer of vested interest in the commun i ty is horne
and is reported in the table be low .

,/
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TABLE X
HOME OWNERSHIP
Responses
o response

Percentages

3

3%

59

56%
41%
100%

43
105

v'

The high percentage of horne ownership among the respondents (56
r cent), on the basis of either outright ownership, mortgages or contract, is definitely much greater than their antecedents were able to afford .
Interestingly, the 1934 study shows almost the inverse proportion bf horne
ownership among the 100 respondents; 58 per cent were renters and 42 "
.
53
per cent owned their own homes.

The responses to question 3 1 , liDo you intend to continue to li ve in
contribute much insight into the population's atti tudes and feelings
the community .

T he high pe rce ntage of yes answers conveys the

message that 77 per cent of C-U1s Negro population had made the decision
to make this their permanent horne .
A nothe r distinguishing population charac teris tic between the C - U
inhabitant and his precur b s rs , one which reflects the soc i al process of cha nge between gene rations, was d i scussed by the min i ste r who
spoke of the "new Negro" in C-U in his interview .

He said that a large

perc entage of the N e groes who now inhabit C-U are a g eneratio n or more
the South .

Thi s was supported by the answers in the

schedule ; many of the Negro respondents have never li ved in the South

I
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or had come North at an early age before they had 'ihteriorized the "ways
or experienced its whip lash .

Of the 102 in the study who

responded to the question , "Where were you born?" 33 were born in the
North, - 28 in the near South (border states) and 41 in the far South.

Of

those not born in the North , 12 came North before they were 14 years old
and 25 came between the ages of 15 and 20 .

A decade ago a similar study

of Negroes would no cioubt have shown that many fewer were born in the
orth and rna ny more had come North afte r the age of 20 .

The furthe r

back in time that one would go , the more he would find Negroes inC - U
who were born in the South and came North after the age of twenty.
The minister was correct ; a good percentage of the C-U Negro
as indicated by the random sample , did not come North as
their predecessors had , to escape the difficult conditi ons of the South and
find C-U a haven by comparison.

A large number of C-U Negro in- /

bitants know of conditions in the South only second-hand.

They cannot

are C-U with the South; they have lived all their adult lives north of
Mason-Dixon linJ •.

The difficulties they encounter by way of discrim-

.
.
.
tlOn
a nI d segregation
are C -U experiences
.

If they are s ufferi ng unde r

I

e yoke of second-class citizenship in C-U , then there is "no place more
than this" and the situation needs to be corrected or else they
[a s their forebears did, leave the place of their oppression for
I

with more promise.

But as we have already seen, the economic

I

of th'e latter part of the past decade (the diminishing presence of an
I

job market) intervened and may have compelled the
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youth and yo ung adults with a great distaste for C - U to rema in
and seek a direct solution to their problems.
The population data from the U. S. Census ordinarily would be of
he Ip in determining whethe r
ir bags and left.

0

r not the Negro yo uth of C - U packed

But as has already been indicated, listed in the census

are non-C-U Negro students at the University of Illinois in the same age v/
who would be expected to leave in the absence of satisfying
The additional fact that the U niversity of Illinois does not
keep specific population data by racial origin makes it difficult to separate
from the census tract those Negro youth

w~:re

leaving to better them-

selves and those who come here temporarily to go the University of Illinois .
From the U . S. Census the following percentages are derived for C-U
Negro youth 15-24 years of age

(which includes the University of Illinois

TABLE XI
PERCENTAGES OF 15-24 YEAR OLD NEGROES IN C-U POPULATION v/

1930

1940

1950

1960

16%

16%

23%

21%

It is generally known that with the end of World War II and up until

1950 the University of Illinois Negro student population sharply increased
nd that during the following decade there has been an additional and a

greater increase" in the number of Negro students at the University.

Now

if we take into account the decrease in the C-U Negro population for the age
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group fifteen through twenty-four as shown in the 1960 census, then we
must agree that there has been a greater decrease than 2 per cent in the
fifteen to twenty-four age group for C-U non-student Negro population.

It

must therefore be assumed that there was a substantial decrease in C-U1s
native Negro youth population much greater thanthe 2 per cent would indicate.
This is significant and would seem to support one of the hypotheses of this

/

study, namely, that the N e gro youth leave C-U to improve their conditions

However, it must be kept in mind that this type of solution, leaving,
to less in recent years, as has been mentioned, because
of the c onstriction of the job market nationally .
Negro youth have remained.

More of the native C-U

William Smith, my assistant in this study and-----

a native of C-U, affirms this fact by noting that more than half of the
egro students of his Champaign High School graduation class of 1959 are

(
j

till in Champaign , with a high percentage of those who remained married
nd raising families.

However, the answers to questions 29 and 30 in the

chedule indica te that more than 50 per cent in the critica 1 age group
tween 17 and 24 leaiVe C-U.

Table XII gives the statistics by families

those who during their stay in C-U had at some time children between
ages of 17 a nd 24.
Fifty-four per cent of the respond.ents had never had children between
ages of 17 and 24.

If we compute the pe rce ntages of only those head;;; of

family who at some pe riod in their life cyc le had children in the 17 to

4 age bracket, we find that there is a total of 48; 48 per cent of them had
Idren who stayed and 52 per cent had children who left C-U between the
esof17and24.
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TABLE XII
DISPERSION OF NEGRO CHILDREN BETWEEN THE AGES OF 17 and 24
AT THE TIME THEY WERE IN THIS (17-24) AGE BRACKET
Re sponses
No response or did not have children
in the age bracket
None left C - U
Two children left
Three childre n left
Four children left

Pe rcentages

57

54%

23
11
9
3
2

22%
10%
9%
3%
2%

It therefore follows from the previous discussion that many of those
who were born in or who had come to the small Northern urban community
at an early age solved their dissatisfaction with their way of life in a
similar manner to the way their predecessors solved their problems
relation to the South; they left in large numbers .

In

However, the important

difference is that those of the present generati on, born and raised in the
Northern small urban center are leaving unsat i sfactory conditions which
their forebears found to be acceptable and a great improvement over '
ir former station in life.

The solution of those who grew up in the C-U ' s /

of America and never knew the "driver 's lash" is , so to speak , on a higher
vel, indicating higher aspirations than those of the adults who left their
s in the middle of the night to find solace as domestics and dishwashers
the North .
One of the characteristics then of th e present C- U Negro population
that there is a much higher proporti on of those who were born and/or
adulthood in the North without any pr i or firsthand exper i ence
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ith southern pe onage.

Few of C-U's Negroes today carne to C-U in search

freedom and many fewe r found in C - U the better way of life.

These facts

re significant , for a smaller portion of :the C-U Negro population finds the
ojourn here "satisfying" by comparison with their miserable existence in
South a nd the re are fewer he re who wo uld be inclined to info rm their
not to rock the boat and to "remember what it was like
here we came from. "
Closely related to where Negroes were born and where they spent
ir early years--factors that provide another distinguishing feature
tween the "new Negro" and his predecessor- -are education and educanal opportunites.

Succeeding generations of Negroes in the North

54

those in the South were provided with greater opportunities for
The educational opportunities in the South w ere far inferi or
those in the North , but both the exodus of Negroes from the South and
he Southe rne rs I attempt to demonstrate to the courts that" separate"
s "equal" made the Southern bourbons economically and politically
to make some k i nd of an attempt at providing progressively
educational facilities for Negroes . 56
Our sample of C-U reflects the utilization by Negroes of the greater
ducational opportunities made available to them over the years.

The

I
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TABLE XIII
NUMBER OF YEARS OF SCHOOLING COMPLETED BY C-U NEGRO
ADULTS
Responses
No response
3'rd grade or less
above 3'rd grade (grade schoo-l incomplete)
completed grade school
high school, incomplete
ompleted high school
college , incomplete
allege degree( s)

Percentages

3
8
23
17
18

3%

7%
22%

16%
17%

29
2

28%
2%

5
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5%
100%

he median number of years of schoo ling completed by the

~ample

was 10

This was better than the median reported for the State of Illinois,
luding both Negro and white, in the U . S. Census for 1940
nd 1950 (9.4 years)--see table below .

(8 . 5 years)

The ten year median for the state's

ban population in 1950 (9.9) was less than the med i an for C-U Negroes
indicated by the sample in 1961.

Whatever the specific figures for

available , it can be expected that the median
unt of education received by C - U Negroes has risen above what it
been in previous decades and that the gap now between the length of
ation of Negroes and that of the white C-U population has been conrably narrowed.

However, for the purposes of this study the significant

t is that C-U Negroes have taken advantage of the educational opportuns available to them and have over the years considerably increased,
the years of schooling they have ind i vidually received.
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TABLE XIV
TOTAL EDUCATION OF THOSE OVER 25 YEARS OF AGE IN THE
STATE OF ILLINOIS
Sta te 1940

Urban 1940

8.5

8.6

9.4

9. 9

8. 8

9.2

not listed

not listed

7.7

7.7

white

State 1950

Urban 1950

8.5
not listed
(listed as non-white)

The greater economic security that resulted from the manpower
of the two world wars and the industrial development that ensued
· se made it possible for Negroes to send their children to school
nd for young adults to work their way through higher education.

Equally

rtant is the informal education secured by Negroes in the industrial
nts where they c ame into contact with new skills and new vistas
reviously not within the realm of their experience . 57 The military serces during World War II, which did not exactly distinguish themselves
their democratic practices , provided formal and informal education
ich broadened the horizons and aspiratio ns of Negroes.
However, just as outstanding a nd

st~mming

58

from the greater edu-

tional and economic opportunities is a whole series of developments :
rise of a Negro bourgeoisie, a professional class, a more educated
nd indepe ndent minis ter, schoo led trade union members , a small numb e r
labor leaders

59

and a larger educated rank and file .

In short there
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has been developing at an accelerated pace over many years, by virtue of
education and economic opportunities, a competent vocal leadership with
a substantial following.

Although the C-U Negro community does not have

~

all the categories of leaders mentioned above, it does have a growing n umber of professionals, a more educated and independent minister schooled
militant trade unions, a nd a larger educated rank and file .
Another important and distinguishing feature of Negro life in the
North is attributable to the need for manpower that opened up economic
opportunities for Negroes, to the greater educational opportunities it
afforded and to the unintended consequence of spatial segregati on; that
feature is the rise of Negro "political bosses" in the great metropolitan
centers .
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For whatever their original intention , which I do not intend

to probe , the presence of large numbers of Negroes squeezed together
in segregated areas gave these competent political leaders the opportunity
to weld together the populace into highly developed and unified political
organizations.

The fact tba t in each election these leaders are able to ........

deliver four- and five-to-one majorities for the Democratic party's
candidates and that in the last election they were the balance of power
in the five most populous states with the largest electoral votes gives the
Negro people a lever whic h has not yet been fully utilized .

Even though

the C - U Negro community has yet to make direc t use of this national
and statewide reservoir of power , that power has trickled down to affect
the C-U community in at least one substantial way.

.-
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Since 1948
Chanute Field has instituted a policy of nondiscrimination which is for the most part a byproduct of the growing political strength
of Negroes.

True , to be accepted such a statement needs substantiation

beyond the scope of this thesis .

However, if the statement that the ending

of discrimination and segregation at Chanute Field as a result of the political
influen c e of Negroes cannot be accepted at face value, then the meticulous
care with which the command at the Air Force Base administers the nondiscriminatory policy must be attributed to the watchful eye of the Negro
(political) leadership .

This meticulous enforcement of nondiscrimination "-

was testified to by a number of respondents to the schedule who are employed at Chanute Field and by a few of the Negro leaders interviewed .

That

enforcement brought to C-U a large number of professionals, trained
technicians and civil service employees together with their families-families in which the wives and children also possess higher occupational
skills and experience in these skills .

Seven per:_cent of the respondents to

the schedule were employed at Chanute Field .

There is every reason to

believe that the 7 per cent reflect accurately the population composition
of Chanute Field employees residing in C-U.

A good number of these

Air Force employees are importees from the larger no rthern indu strial
It is interesting to note for this study that the woman with the
sales experience who was not hired by J . C . Penney--it was
this that sparked the indignation of the C-U community--is the wife
of an Air Force employee transferred from Denver , Colorado .

Likewise

it is important to note that the most outstanding, energet ic and vocal
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lay leader in the antidiscrimination and antisegregation movement in C- U
is an instructor at C ha nute Fie ld.

He, howeve r, is a native of C - U who

would probably have left this community if not for the fact that Chanute
Field offered the opportunity for him to pursue his profession.
Those who carne to C-U by w ay of Chanute Field and those who are
to C-U but work at Chanute Field look upon their employment at
the Air Force :Base as a career.

Because of that, they expect to make

C-U their permanent residence, satisfactory in all respects.

Needless

to say, this highly trained, well educated group with high aspirations
has augmented the forces in the C - U Negro community w orking toward
race betterment .

Their wives and children, who carne with them with

work experience in the more highly skilled occ upations, are not likely
to accept the traditional jobs offered to C-U Negroes .

The presence of

these people was of t'l"eme ndous impo rta nc e to the C - U Negro population
in 1961 and their presence is one of the most important features that
distinguishes C-U from what it was in previous decades.
What is true for Chanute Field is also somewhat true for the
various employing age ncies at the Unive rsity of Illinois , other than
the physical plant and food services.

Although none of the leaders inter-

' ewed, nor the respondents to the schedule, felt compelled to eulogize
University for its exemplary policy of nondiscrimination , nevertheless
university has attracted and provides opportunities for Negroes with
greater amount of education and skills,

It has employed a number of

ivil service clerical and post office employees, together with a few
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technicians.

Of course, there is a growing number of Negro students at

the University of Illinois who are research and teaching assistants .

Even

though there is very little mingling or contact between the Negro students
and Negro town people, their presence here has helped to sharpen the
discussion of Negro rights in the academic community a nd increased the
"g ood will" w hich was also an important fact in the Penney campaign .
However, there is a characteristic of the C-U Negro population
somewhat indistinguishable from what it must have been decades
ago; i. e., there is an apparent occupational gap between the highly trained .....
professionals and civil service workers and the unskilled worker.

There

do not seem to be very many semi-skilled , clerical, sales and other
similar types of workers among C-U's Negro population.

This , of c ourse ,

is demonstrated in the Karsh and Downey study and is not at all surpris i ng .
The only school in C-U that trains young people for a clerical career did
not admit Negroe s until last year .

The C - U department sto res followe d a

policy of hiring white high school graduates and by stages d eveloped their
own sales personnel.

M o st of the industrial and commercial enterprises

and around Champaign-Urbana also hired white high school graduates
s their potential junior exec utive s .

T he Distributive Education Program"

the C-U school systems, in the past, could nd find employers to whom
y c ould farm out their junior and senior students of N e gro o rigin for

half-day on-the-job training .

All this makes it understandable why

re is this absence of Negro workers in the middle range c ategories.
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This fact becomes significant for our study in many ways .

The

protest movement, which began around the J. C. Penney Department Store
and is branching out in other directions, is focusing its attention on the
middle range jo bs.

Invariably, the employe rs who are approached to end

their discriminatory policy and hire Negroes respond casually, "We would
be only too happy to hire trai ned and competent Negroes."

Those who have

tried by verbal persuasion to convince employers to hire Negroes become
so "brainwashed" by this seeming sincerity of the usual employer response,
that the first point in a campaign strategy to win jobs for Negroes is to
search for "trained and competent Negroes."

During the J. C . Penney

campaign the ministers searched for "trained and competent" sales perThey reasoned that if they could come up with a number of "trained
and competent" Negro sales people, they would have the necessary talking
point for employers and in addition a better basis for public propaganda .
But much to their surprise they found very few Negroes who had any train- J
exper.ience as sales people.

They really were not dware of the

to which the C-U employment policies had kept their people from
receiving any wo rthwhile job training.

T he woman with ten yea rs' sa les

discovered on the first day of the newexperience--picketing.
Knowing that so well qualified a Negro had not been hired incensed Negroes
in C-U and helped give them the determination to continue the picketing
until their dema nds we re satisfied.
repeat:

A nd why is this s ig nificant?

To

the woman with the ten years' sales experience was the wife of

Air Force employee who was transferred to Chanute Field .

Many of
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those who became sales clerks after the department stores surrendered
and who had had previous sales experience were importees to C-U via
Chanute Fie ld and northe rn industrial cente rs (the wife of one of the
ministers with labor union experience was hired as a sales clerk) .

Very

few were native to C - U or were directly from the South .
In the survey several questions were directed toward ascertaining
whether C-U Negro citizens had occupational skills which were not being
utilized.

Question 10 on education probes for "special training (any kind l)";
"Can you do any other type of work beside those already
and question 40 inquires about armed service training by

asking , "What was your job in the service?" To "special training, " 72
answered "No" and 30 answered "Yes."

But mo st of thos e who answe red

"Ye s" had take n c orre spondence c ours es, mostly as hobbies; othe rs had
better jobs than those they could receive with their special train i ng .
To question 27, 81 per cent answered " No";

most of those who answered

gave occupations only slightly better than the one they were purIn answer to question 40 very few indicated that they had received
occupational training that could be of use in civilian life.

Nowhere was

'"

there any evidence that there existed in C-U the smallest reservoir of
But neve rthe les s the pres ent population has a n aggregate
of skills which no doubt is far greater than could have been assembled
decade ago.
The survey also found the Negro community to be very conscious
f their lack of training .

Most of the respondents felt that progress was
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toward integration (90 out of 93) and that what they needed most
more promising period ahead was education and training .

In cate-

methods for ending job di sc rimina tion in que stions 42 through ---

49 the respondents invariably selected "education and training" as their
most potent weapon.

Seventy-nine per cent selected excellent to fill in

the blank to complete the statement , "Giving better education and training
to young Negroes so that they would be able to do more jobs is a (an)

----

method for getting companies to employ Negroes . "

Most of the respondents

not only selected excellent as their choice but also answered this question
the most rapidly and

th~

most emphatically of all the a ttitude questions.
,

e interpreted the manner in which they answered this question as inting that to them education and training was the best method for ending
discrimination.
This great emphasis on the need for education and training as a
discrimination a ppears to be concomitant w i th the growaspirations of the Negroes who inhabit the ghettos in C-U and else-

62

Whether or not this empha.sis on the need for education and

is a population characteristic which sets apart the present populaon from populations of other d ecades is difficult to say; there is no way of
scertaining this.

But what is evident

in

the attitudes o f the present C-U t/

ro population on the subject of methods of ending d iscrimination and
egregation is their awareness that in order to close the gap between
ir present existe nce and a less encumbered Life there is a need for
ation and training .

Many of the leaders who were interviewed, as
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well as the respondents to the schedule, felt that many jobs, particularly at
the University of Illinois and other State and Federal agencies, are going
by the board in the absence of qualified takers.

feel that progress is being made.

In general C-U Negroes

Eighty-six per cent of the schedule

respo ndents answered "Yes" to the question "Do you think that progress
is being made toward integration ? " and 74 per cent , evaluating the extent
of progress in question 59, answered that there is "great" or "some progress." What remains to be done amidst the crumbling walls of separation
falling under the weight of Negro pre ssure is to c orne forward
with the training to take the jobs made available to them.
However , aside from the respondents' high percentage of response
to education and training as the best method for ending job discrimination ,
there was v ery little unanimity as to the b e st a c tiv ity t hrough w h i ch to
achieve their goal.

In order to ascertain the orientation of the respondents

as to activities to bring an end to discrimination and segregation , I designed
questions 41 through 53 and 57.

Question 41 was a n attempt to determine

the respondent's approach to the problem through his selection of a leader .
Th e supposition was, for example , that if the respondent selected a
political leader , this would be one indication that he sought a politic al
olution to the problem ; similar suppositions were connected with the
hoice of religious , social or business leaders .

Questions 42 through 51 ,

hroug h the structured format, sought to clarify the respondent ' s c hoice
leader by offering him the opportunity "to evaluate ten different methods
attacking the problem .

A gain it was felt that if he selected a poli tical
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leade r ln answer to que stion 41, he wou ld give ques tion 48

0

n voting and

43 , on a Fair Employment Law, high ratings as methods for ending dis-

crimination and segregation.

Questions 52 and 53 were designed to determine

the aggressiveness of the respondent.

Question 57 was an open-ended

question to give the respondent an opportunity to speak his mind on how to
end discrimination.

To facilitate the respondent's answer to question 57

and to stimulate discussion, questions 58 , 59 and 60 were added.

One other

question was also added in the middle of the survey to find out from what
source the respondent was informed "about what I'fegroes are doing all over

Generally , the results of this study revealed that, save for the great
emphasis on education and training, the choic e of the responde nts as to
methods or activities to achieve a better way of life , di d not follow any
There was no well defined majority approach in C-U
to the prob lems of Negroe s .

Ma ny of the respo ndents to the schedu Ie when /

interviewed indicated that only through prayer and divine intervention could
the wrongs inflicted by men be righted; any other activity to end their
little more tha n useless .

Fifty-four percent designated

prayer as an excellent method of ending job discrimination , 19 per cent
as good, 11 per cent as partially good, 11 per cent as not good , 1 per c ent
s harmful and 4 per cent did not respond.

Of course, not all of the 54

per cent were committed to prayer to the exclusion of other means , but
ny of the respondents indicated that prayer was an essential element
mong many types of activities designed to end discr i minati on .
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Picketing , which was a bra nd new expe r i e nce for the community ,
although universally accepted after the campaign , did not receive from
the respondents to the schedule an overwhelming number of excellent
responses ; 40 per cent rated picketihg as an excellent method for ending
job discrimination , 29 per cent as a good method ,

16 per c ent as partially

not good, 1 per cent as harmful, and there was no
response from 8 per cent of the respondents .

Several of the leaders inter-

viewed said that the picketing of J . C . Penney was considered a n excellent
form of protest by most Negro citizens as long as those citizens were not
called upon to do the picketing.
The function of a Fair Employment Practice law, under discus sion
time of the survey in the state legislature and subsequently passed,
was the most c onfusing to the respondents of all the me thods pr e s ented
for their appraisal.

Even though the preponderance of respondents rated

it on the positive side, it was considered (but with little enthusiasm) by 43
per cent as excellent, 30 per cent as good

12 per cent as partially good,

6 per c ent as not good, 4 per cent as harmful, a nd there was E.£ response
from 5 per cent. The evaluation of voting as a technique for ending job
discrimination was likewise treated with mixed feelings; 47 per cent
gave voting an excellent rating, 28 per cent good , 13 per cent partially
good , 6 per cent not good, 1 per cent harmful, and 5 per cent offered
The suggestion in question 49 of moving to another city as
a method of ending job discriminati on received the most widely scattered
13 per cent rated it as an excellent method , 24 per cent as
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good, 15 per cent as partially good, 34 pe r cent as not good, 10 per cent
harmful and there was no response from 4 per cent.
When we turn to the questions dealing with housing segregation we
again find the population divided as to methods of approach .

In question 52,

which asked the respondent to state in which community he would prefer to
live, all Negro or mixed, 58 per cent preferred the mixed community,
24 per cent either and 15 per cent selected an all Negro community.

If

we c'ombine the 58 per cent who preferred a mixed community with the 24 ,.
per cent who did not have any particular preference , we would have a preponderance of the sample indicating some preference for living in a mixed
community.

H oweve r, whe n the same people were qsked in the next

question , "If you had your choice, would you consider moving into a community that was hostile to Negroes .. . ?" it appeared that many had changed
their mind when c onfro nted with what mus t be accepted a s reality whe n
Negroes begin "mixing" a community, i. e., hostility .

Forty-two per

cent answered yes (they would want a mixed community even if they met
with hostility), 47 per cent said no, and 7 per cent said yes, but.

Those

who preferred in the previous question a mixed community invariably
rejection, of a hostile but mixed community , by say i ng
that they would n ot want to subject their families to hostility . 63
Another barometer of the absence of a strong "collective con-

t,/

sciousness" was , as has already been noted, and which is true elsewhere, 64
the wide variety of choices in question 41 , which asked the respond e nts
to name whom they considered the most i mportant c i tizen i n their
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community .

The first choice of eac h re spondent when the leade rs named'

catego rized by their fie ld of activity, produce d the follow i ng res ults :

T A B LE XV
FmST CHOI C E OF L E A DE R (B Y F IEL D OF A C TIV ITY )
Tota l
respon dents

Rrcentage
N umbe r of
diff . leaders of total
named

no response
30
white political
8
Negro political 32
Negro landlor d s
and business men
4
Leaders in
education
6
Leaders in
fraternal orgs. 4
18
3
1 05

Total
responses

P ercentage
responses

5
4

280/0
70/0
350/0

8
32

110/0
430/0

4

30/0

4

50/0

2

50/0

6

80/0

30/0
170/0
20/0
1000/0

4
18
3
75

50/0
240/0
40/0
1000/0

2
4
3
24

The fact that 28 per cent did not respond was not due to a lack of
cooperation by the interviewee .

O n the contrary very good rapport w a s

invariably established by th e time q uestion 41 was asked .

U sually the -

respondent thoug ht hard but could no t think of a ny- pa rticu lar pe rso n he
particula rly cared to name .

This large failure to res p ond , plus the 24

different name s in 75 responses, was an indication of the absence of a
universally accepted leadership.

E ven among the ministers and the

political leaders, w ho togethe r compile d 50 pe r cent of th e popularity
vote, there w ere eight people who we re given the honor by 38 people .
Interesting

enough, although not at all surprising , was the selection
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of the ministers and the political leaders of the ;ciities
groups .

by different income

The l1better-off" in terms of housing , education and jobs selected

the ministers; the poverty stricken, the uneducated and those doing menial
work in the main selected the political leaders .

The ministers would have

received many more votes, as many of the respondents and the leaders
themselves explained, if they were more permanent in the community-ministers rarely stay in the community for any length of time .

One of

the four ministers named has already left since this study began .
inC-U for four years.

H e was

Another, also four years in C-U has said he has

been asked by his bis hop to t ake a nother as s ignme nt.

The othe r two have

in C-U for three years at the time of the survey.

The political

leaders, on the other hand, all have lived the major portion of their l i ves
in C-U .

They are the ones to whom the ind igent look for assistance in

times of distress .
Another important feature of the orientation of C-U Negroes is
that they are not "joiners" (membe rs of organizations).

Save for the large

number who specified church membership in the seven large and five
smaller churches , 58 per cent of the population belong to no organ i zation v'
other than the church and the remainder are scattered among fraternal
(8 per cent), social (10 per cent), and race betterment organizations
(4 per cent)--even though there is no race betterment membership organi-

zation in existence in the community at the time of this the survey-unions (4 per cent), a combination of organizations (8 per cent) and
veterans organization

~ ("4

per cent) .

The 1934 survey , previously
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referred to , shows 57 per cent of the respondents as not be i ng members
..
.
.
.
of any o rganlzatlon
an d 43 per cent b e I onglng
to one or more organlzatlon
. 65

This decrease of 1 per cent over three decades can hardly be of any real
significance.

However, what is of great significance is the absence in 1960

in C-U of a race betterment organization a nd of a N e gro political organization, in view of the tremendous agitation nationally since the Korean War .
In the 1934 survey no race-betterment organization was reported but 6 per
cent of the respondents indicated membe rship in two politica I organizatio ns
(Douglass League and the Republican Club).

The failure of the present C-U

Negro citizens to organize race-betterment and political organizations prior
to the Spring of 1961 is convincing evidence that the Negro c ommunity has
lacked a unified, integrated orientation and movement.
One of the reasons for this lack of .organizational consciousness
became partially evident in a n interview with one of the political leaders
who was recently elected to office (tlte one who negotiated the final J . C .
Penney settlement).

I asked him the question , "Why is there no Negro

political organization in C - U in view of the tremendous advantages that
have accrued e lsewhere and could be obtained here through politi cs on an
individual as well as a group bas is?

II

His answer was indeed revealing .

He was not for a Negro political organization because an organizat i on would ./
mean tha t he would have to repo rt and be re sponsible to the membe rship,
and with an organization there is always the possibil i ty of an opposit i on
and a competitor; he wanted to be responsible to no one but to be free
to do what he felt was best for the communi ty .

Needless to say , that

(
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this type of approach does not c ement community c ohesiveness and build
mass organizations .

On the other hand, o ther leaders who were inter-

vi ewed , although desirous of building a united community effort reported
that they were unsuccessful in their attempts in the past .
The second elected Negro political leader, whom I interviewed
in the presence of his white counterpart and confidant, also did not indicate
that he was for leading a mass movement.

H e conducts his political office

in an abandoned school house in the Negro ghetto at his own expense , while
the county government provides space for him in downtown Champaign .
It is through him that the Negro people come when they need a "poli tical

fa vor" to aid them in a crisis and he administers these favors on an individual basis.
But in spite of the personal and indivi dual approaches of its political
leaders and the absence of a race betterment organization a nd universally
accepted methods of attacking race problems, when the spark was administered in the spring of 1961 there existed in the C - U Negro community the
ingredients for a successful c ampaign .
It must be reemphasized, however, that not eve ryone was ready to
do battle against the enemy in C-U.

Far from

it~

Many in the community

still gave the appearance of satisfaction with their lot by treir inacti on;
ny objec ted to the "way they were going about it "; rna ny w e re still
ounting heavily on prayer for a better life; and many just didn ' t care
r were not sufficiently aroused to participate.

But there were enough

egroes in C - U diffe ring markedly from their pre deces s Ors and ready to
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and it was they who put together a movement that was successful .
In addition to the broad social changes, which made their mark on
the ll new Negro11 inhabitants of C-U and specifically altered C-U's Negro
population's characteristics, and which explain to a great extent the
successful organization of the prote st movement, the impact of what
Negroes we re doing natio nally a Iso served to stimulate

the dormant

population into action.
It was amazirig to learn from
Negroes were conversant with the
the community.

th~

outset of this study that the C-U

prot~st

/

movements within and outs i de

I had expected to run into a great communication barrie r

in administering the schedule, particularly with those questions dealing
with methods of ending discrimination, the IISit-ins 11 and the llFreedom
Riders ,

11

since I anticipated a lack of information about what was going on

locally and nationally.

My expectation was based on my experiences from

1946 to the Korean War, when I worked with large numbers of Negroes
in the trade union movement and in Chicago's ghettos .

During those years

in m'Y. · work I found that the majority o f Negroes with whom I came into
contact we re uninformed about what was happening to N e groes and what
Negroes were doing g ene rally throughout the U . S .
experience in this study of C-U.

The respondents were well informed

ab out the local picketing , the IISit-ins ,
King in particular.

But this was not my

11

the llFreedom Riders 11 a nd R e v .

In the main when I came to question 42 (picketing)

the character of the interview changed .

Many of the respondents c ame

alive, dropping some of the reservations and fears as to what this white
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interviewe r wa s up to .

A Imos t to a respondent the y knew about the picket-

ing and had some opinion which they in most instances communicated to
me.

Locally this awareness could be attributed to the impact that this new

experience - -picketing, and the victory that followed- - had upon the community.

But what was the explanation of their acquaintance with what was

going on nationally ?

The answer stood right in front of me in every living

room I entered, television .

It was at that point that I added question 61

which asked, "From what source do you get the most news about what
Negroes are doing all over the country?

(Number in order of importance . )"

Most respondents made a first and second choice .

The results are as

follows :

TABLE XVI
SOURCE OF NEWS ABOUT ACTIVITIES OF NEGROES
Firs t C hoic e
Total
Percentage
responses
of total
newspapers
Negro
T .V .

"

Magazines
Negro magazine s
Church sermons
Others

Second Choice
Percentage
Total
re sponse s
of total

5
0
34
1
0
14
0
0
0

10%
0
63%
1%
0
26%
0
0
0

10
0
14
7
0
10
3
1

9

21%
0
26%
13%
0
21 %
2%
0
17%

54

100%

54

100%
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It is obvious from the above that the greater coverage of national

news by T . V. , which is not easily censored by local stations , has
brought into C - U's Negro homes since the Korean War t he historical
events that have affected Negroe s -eve nts highlighted by Rev. King a nd the
Montgomery, Alabama, bus boycott.

Also, the developm e nt during these

years , of a substa ntial Negro press, together with the increase of literacy
previously noted, explains the unexpected awareness of C-U Negroes of
national happenings affecting them .
Keeping in mind these new avenues of communications, can we
picture what an impact these television scenes and p i ctures in Ebony have
had on those who had I eft the terror of the South or who had only heard the
harrowing tales of man's inhumanity to man there ; on those who s ee their
Negro brothers looking "the man" in the eye seemi ngly una f raid ?
we :coriceLv e what it means to

Or can

Negro a dults to see the i r young people march

willingly past howling mobs into Southern eating places which they in their
youth never dreamed of trespassing?

A man or a woman would have to be

made o f iron or be so numbed by incessant abuse not to react.

Then they

see their leader , Rev. King , emerging from jail calling on his people not
to stop walking, sitting, riding and picketing but to keep on protesting
until c omplete victory is won.

News of these and other events as heroic

and as emotionally c harged , corning as it does via television, radio ,
egro newspapers and magazines into the homes of C-U Negroes , indeed
t have played an important role in stimulating to act i on the "new
egro" in C-U whose characteristics we have descr i bed.
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In a good number of the C-U Negro homes that my colleagues and I
visited

In

our interviewing we s ensed the pride and good feeling that c omes

with even a modicum of success.

In answer to question 57, "Do you think

that in your lifetime you will see the end of discrimination ?
of optimism was expressed.
a nswered

~

II

a great deal

Although 47 per cent of the respondents

to the question, many of them felt that discrimi nation was on

its way out but would take a little longer than the time they had left on
earth.

Some answe red ~ because of modesty; but hopefully they ex-

pected to be around when mos t of their nightmare had vanishe d.
The new ministers whdled the J . C . Penney c ampaign, although
they are great believers in prayer and one of them even expressed the
conviction that God intervened directly to aid them, nevertheless before
the ink w as dry

0

n the agreeme nts with J . C . Fe nney, they had v is ited

Sunbeam Bread, Humko, Coca Cola and other companies asking that they
too join in opening job opportunities previously denied to Negroes in C-U .
This too is a result of the impact of and the accelerated pace of the national
Negro protest movement on the " new Negro" and his new ministers in
Champaign- Urbana.

III

CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSIONS

Throughout this study the question has been raised as to why memof the C-U Negro -community embarked on organized protest in the
spring of 1961 when for many decades its citizens went about their daily
tasks which were allocated to them, seemingly satisfied and with few
vocal complaints about their community life.

If they spoke at all about

discrimination and their unequal status in the community, they spoke
softly; only the few with ears attuned to the symbolic language of their
subculture could detect their laments and their desire to be equal.

But

never in all the decades of Negro residence in C-U did they, as they did
in front of J. C. Penney, demonstratively express their dissatisfaction
with their status.

Rev. Williams, one of the C-U Negro ministers to

whom I put the question, "Why was it different in the spring of 1961?"
his answer in two words; i. e., a "new Negro.

II

What has been suggested, in slightly greater length throughout
discussion, as the main reason for "the change in behavior of the
present C-U Negro, is that he differs substantially from his predecessors;
or to describe it as those I interviewed did, "There is a 'new Negro' in C-

It is perhaps best to point out before summarizing the character-

istics of this "new Negro" who inhabits C-U that, although he is considerably different from those who preceded him in C-U, he is not so
different as to be indistinguishable from them .

This study did not show
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that all C - U Ne gro citizens. or a majority of them. have all the attributes
of the "new Negro.

11

but rather that many more than in past decades. and

in increasing number s. can be decisive ly differentiated from their precursors.

Also. as in all social change. there has been an uneven developinternalization of the characteristics which were revealed by

study to distinguish the old from the new Negro citizen of C-U.
There are two types of findings that this study suggests in answer
central question.

One is the general change in population character-

istics that has taken place in Negro communities throughout the country.
a change also found in the C-U Negro population.

The other embraces

changes in population characteristics which are unique to C-U.
In general, and in broad terms. the social. economic and political
changes brought about in the process of the industrialization of America
since the Civil War profoundly affected the Negro citizen released from
sla very. and indeed all Americans.

The specific causes of these societal

changes were discussed in Chapter I--i. e •• the needs of the rapidly
growing industrial machine spurred on by two World Wars. the boll weevil
which impoverished southern agriculture. the international reduction in
the demand for U. S. cotton and the mechanization of agriculture with its
resultant reduced need for farm manpower.

All these e v ents contributed

to and stimulated a new way of life and new opportunities which were
made increasingly available to Negroes in succeeding generations.

The

"new Negro" is the culmination of the dramatic and the less dramatic
incipient and incessant social changes that have been fostered by the
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social, economic and political development of our American society.
What specifically are the general characteristics of the "new
Negro" nationally and in C-U?
This study has shown the following:

1.

THAT GREATER SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC STABILITY

CHARACTERIZES THE "NEW NEGRO" AND THAT THIS
CHARACTERISTIC IS PRESENT TO A GREATER EXTENT
THAN BEFORE IN C-U' S NEGRO POPULATION.
A. Far more Negroes in C-U today have chosen C-U, their
present horne, as their permanent residence in which to
pursue "life, liberty and .•• happiness." The days of
going from place to place in search of a better life are
corning to an end and Negroes are planting their roots
in the soil of the cities in which they reside. This
characteristic, which must be true for Negroes in other
urban areas throughout the country, was indicated in many
ways by comparison with the Negroes who inhabi ted C - U in
previous decades:

1.

the growing size of the Negro population of C - U,

20 the greater percentage of Negro youth born
here who are remaining to build their life in C - U,
3. the greater number of years in residence in
C - U of its present Negro inhabitants,

4. the high incidence of families who carne to
C- U in one move from their place of birth and
remained,

v

5. the increased length of Negro employment in
one company,

6. the greater number of C-U Negro citizens who
own their homes,
7. the high percentage of those who intend to continue
to 1i ve in C - U .
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B. In my interviews with leaders of the community it was
learned that although there is s till a high incidence
of bastardy and absentee fathers, nevertheless the present
Negro population of C-U has moved closer to familial
behavior characteristic of white middle-class family mores.
This too suggests an increase in stability from what
family living was among Negroes in previous generations.
C. Of course, the fact that many Negroes of C-U chose
to walk the picket line. a di~ficult c1:lOice, instead of
surrendering by walking to a "better place, " is also
evidence of greater population stability. It may be of
some interest to note asa comparison that in labormanagement relations one of the biggest fears of the
employer during a strike is that his least attached
employee--the one to whom he recently gave $ 5, 000
worth of training- -will walk into his competitor's plant
instead of walking on the picket line. The same is true
for a citizen: i.e •• he shows greater stability and
attachment for a city when he is willing to fight against
what he feels is wrong rather than escape without a
fight to surroundings much more to his liking. Negro
citizens of C-U are here to stay and they walked the
picket line to, make C- U conform more to their desires.

II.

THAT THE "NEW NEGRO" IS AT LEAST A GENERATION

REMOVED FROM THE RURAL SOUTH.
He either came North before adulthood or was born in the North . ......
His southern counterpart has also since left the rural areas for the
industrialized urban areas of the South and is fighting on that front for
a bettl!r life.

The C-U Negro ministers who were discussed at length

are of this mold and so are larger numbers of lay people than heretofore.
To the "new Negro" the South. with its humiliation and suffering, is
only a bad dream; he never had any real contact with it in his adult life.
Nor is the North to him the land of "milk and honey" as it was to his
antecedents.

It is here. in the North, that he is humiliated and
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frustrated.

Although there are "better places" than C-U in the North.

those wells of ready-made opportunities are fast drying up.

It has

become increasingly clear to many Negroes. as was indicated by those
in the sample. that moving to another city is not a solution to their problem.

A better life must be found here in C-U and the "new Negro l l has accepted
the challenge.
III.

THAT THE "NEW NEGRO" IS THE PRODUCT OF THE

GREATER OPPORTUNITIES THAT HAVE BEEN OPENED TO
HIM BY THE ECONOMIC NECESSITIES AND POLITICAL EXPEDIENCIES THAT HAVE ACCOMPANIED THE INDUSTRIALIZATION OF AMERICA. 66
A. Economic necessity. save for the early years of C-U
when the need for cheap railroad labor in C-U made employment available for Negroes. has not been a direct operating
factor in C - U. but the law s and or ganizational policies which
resulted from political expediency. have. The nondiscriminatory policy at Chanute Field and the merit employment policy
at the University of Illinois can be attributed to the changes
in statutory provisions. go v ernmental policies and administrati v e
procedures. These policies are due in part to political expediency. in part (and in this case operating in the absence
of economic necessity) to the moral and ethical influences
stemming from the affect that dedicated partisans of human
freedom had upon the more educated persons found in and
brought to the C-U "academic community. II These facts
have been of considerable importance to the C - U Negro
communit.y. The nondiscriminatory policie s at Chanute
Field. at the University of Illinois and in other governmental
agencies have brought to C-U professionals. civil ser v ice
workers and other highly trained Negroes with families whose
members also have training in the higher occupational categories. These individuals are of the new mold. and will
not willingly accept the traditional jobs. nor the cast-off
clothes nor second-class citizenship. The "new Negro"
carne to C-U to stay and to pursue a career and wants to
make of C-U a place where he can enjoy a middle-class
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way of life. He is hostile to and tries to escape internment in the teeming ghetto. _,:....
It is significant to note that those Negroes who come
to Chanute Field for employment. to the University of
Illinois or to work in C-U as professionals. invariably
first get in touch with the leading "sympathetic" organization in town for aid in finding housing. At first they specifically exclude housing in the Negro ghetto as being unacceptable. The co-chairmen of the Housing Committee
of the C. C. 1. (Council on Community Integration) have
informed me that no less than eight such Negro families
and individuals have come to them for aid in obtaining
housing outside the Negro ghetto in the past two months;
in three cases success was achieved. In one case. an
Army Captain who had come to the University as a graduate
student had looked in vain for rental housing adequate for
his family. and was finally offered staff housing by the
University. Another case was of a Negro school teacher
employed by the Spe cial Education Department of the
Champaign School System who refused to accept the job
until she was assured of adequate housing. An apartment
was finally found for her near the campus of the University.
A young woman. a civil service employee at the University.
pounded the pavement for several weeks until she too found
an apartment "near campus."
The moral and ethical influences which have shaped
those members of the university community who come from
America's "melting pot" have provided C-U with a substantial
number of "men of good will" to whom the Negro community
could rely on for support. The aid and assistance rendered
by these enlightened people in the "academic community"
can be easily adduced from the facts of the election of
Kenneth Stratton to the City Council. and of the victory in
the J. C. Penney campaign.
B. The social security and welfare programs that grew
out of the great Depression and New Deal legislation have
provided greater economic security and political status
for the Ne gro.
I. There is unemployment insurance to tide him over
between jobs.
2. There are federal social security and old age assistance provisions and state and local welfare programs
for which Negroes are eligible. Prior to the depression
of the 1930 1 s. welfare programs were mainly the work
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of private organizations and for the most part Negroes
were not included. Even after federal and local New
Deal type of legislation was passed, Negroes were
systematically denied equal access to its benefits.
But with the growth and extension of social agencies
and under the sponsorship of social workers, welfare
programs were made more accessible to Negroes.
, In addition, with the increased political power of the
Negro in the North, politicians, with an eye to the
vote, have seen to it that these welfare programs
are administered more fairly. In the South, under
the somewhat watchful eye of the federal government,
at least the federal benefits are parceled out in accordance with law.
3. By virtue of these legislative programs Negroes
have gained status as citizens in that they are given
greater protection in their right to receive the benefits and guardianship of their government.
C. In turn, the greater economic opportunities made available
to Negroes, which have opened up to them avenues for formal
and informal education, have spawned the "new Negro. II

1.

Negroes have been able to take advantage of the
the removal of barriers in universities, in public,
private, trade and secretarial schools, even in
spite of Jim-Crow education. They have been
enabled to pursue the arts, sciences, professions
and technical skills and have gotten the education that
their llfriends" are so desirous for them to get.
This accounts for the increase in the number of
Negroes who by virtue of their training have been
able to utilize the opportunities for jobs made
available by the changes in policy at Chanute Field,
the University of Illinois and other public agencies.
2. The education that comes from military service,
has increased the contacts and experiences of Negroes
and has, in spite of the discriminatory policies that
have existed, enriched their lives and aspirations.
3. For the greater mass of the Negro people the
industrial plants introduced them to skills, techniques
and enlightening experiences previously closed to
them. Although C - U has never had much in the way
of industry, the general benefits that the industrial
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plants have afforded to Negroes nationally have
trickled down to influence C-U's Negro citizens.
4. Negroes' contact with the C. I. O. industrial
unions have given them an education not fully
understood in academic circles. Of course, it
is not the type of education that one would be
inclined to credit with being the underlying cause
of their sllccess; but it is the type of education that
one unconsciously reaches for in times of crisis.
The new Ne gro minister s of C -U, in their experience
in the industrial plants and with the unions, no
doubt had fe It the transformation in workers, from
fear to courage, in the pre sence of their union. When
these ministers were faced with the crisis caused
):>y the failure of J. C. Penney to hire a Negro sales
clerk, they reached into their experience and came
up with a solution with which the y were familiar,
picketing.
5. With greater economic security, Negro parents
ha v e been able to send their children to school and
keep them there. The increase in the number of
years that C-U Negroes have attended school is its
confirmation.
6. No longer plagued with having to work from sun-up
to sun-down, many Negroes ha v e been able to go to
school while gainfully employed, as did the four
C-U Negro ministers I interviewed.
IV.

THAT THE "NEW NEGRO" VOTES.

Nationally this is of great consequence, as has been indicated,
locally, the size of the Negro population is not sufficient to affect
stantiall y the course of local political events.

On the other hand, the

of the Negro vote in C - U is often, in the primaries for example,
icient to balance two contending force s within a party.

In the

ure, however, Ne gro political influence may be more pronounced
ce there are presently small rumblings in the Negro community for
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political organization to increase their electoral strength and to take
advantage of the many opportunities for Negroes that are opening up in
the state and national political administrations.
V.

THAT THE "NEW NEGRO'! IS AN ORGANIZATION MAN.

He is not an organization man in William H. Why tel s sense of
conforming to the set pattern of bureaucratic organizations, but rather
in the sense of building new organizations - -race betterment organizations -to unite tne Negro people in common effort to achieve their ends.

In

C- U they are building the C - U Improvement As sociation, modeled after,
in name and purpose, the Montgomery Improvement Association led by
Re v . Martin Luther King, which has counterparts in hundreds of C-U1s
throughout the country.
VI.

THAT THE "NEW NEGRO" IS A "RACE" MAN, READY AND

WILLING TO SUBMERGE HIS OWN IMMEDIATE COMFORTS AND
PEACE FOR THE GOOD OF THE WHOLE

"RACE."

This would explain the activities and sacrifices of many prominent
Negroes nationally in all areas of political and cultural activity.
particularly cultural, Negroes whose income and social prestige could
achieve for them as individuals all that anyone could ever attain in
American
place."

middl~

class society if they were only prepared to "keep their

But today, few of them are willing, for example, to appear

before segregated audiences or apologize for their less-cultured
brothers.

Actors and actresses, for their part, are less ready today to
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play the stereotyped Rastus and Mammy roles assigned to them in the
past.

In C-U the same phenomenon has been present; the Chanute Field

profes sional~, the college graduates, the social worker s, the college
students, the civil service workers, the plasterers and of course the
ministers did the yeoman's work in the Penney campaign.- Few of those
who actively participated in the Penney campaign wanted sales jobs; they
were there because they wanted better job opportunities for all Negroes.
VII.

FINALLY, THAT THE "NEW NEGRO; '.' ALTHOUGH HE TOO,

LIKE HIS PREDECESSOR , IS A MEMBER OF A CHURCH , IS LESS
INCLINED TO RELY SOLELY ON PRAYER TO ACHIEVE HIS
GOALS.
The "new Negro" ministers who came to C-U to lead congregations
are no less committed to their religion than their predecessors , but they
a:r:e much more committed to rooting out e v er y last v estige of un-Christian segregation to which their people ha v e been subjected.

We have seen

that in C-U, in full church dress to identify their calling, the "new Negro"
ministers walked for jobs while the y prayed for di v ine intervention.

And

right behind the ministers were their deacons and ushers--the professional,
the teacher, the social worker, the ci v il ser v ice employee, the highschool graduate--all "new Negroes;" perhaps with prayers on their lips
but with picket signs in their hands.
These, then, are the characteristics of the "new Negro,"
which ha v e been interiorized by lar ge enough numbers of C- U Negroes
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to have changed substantially the population characteristics of this
ghetto from what they formerly were.
What were the unique circumstances In the sprmg of 1961
that brought the C-U Negro community to action?
in C-U a sufficient number of "new Negroes,

II

There was present

some having been brought

here through employment at Chanute Field, civil service employment
at the University and other state agencies, and some being local unemployed highschool graduates in search of better jobs; and of course
there were the ministers who united them.

All of them possessed the

highes t aspirations for themse lve s and their people.

When J. C. Penney,

after offering ISO sales jobs to the public, failed to hire a single qualified Negro, this fact incensed the community. which then answered the
call of the ministers.
However, in e v aluating the success of the campaign several
factors must be considered.

On the negative side, the small percentage /"

of Negroe s in the total population of C- U, the ab sence of the economic
necessity of hiring Negroes, and the weak political influence of the Negro
in the community did not help the cause.

One the positive side, however,

in addition to the factors already mentioned, the presence in C-U of
a larger reservoir of good will (from the "academic communityll)
toward Negroes and their objectives than could ordinarily be expected
in a northern town the size of C-U, helped considerably in the campaign.
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These facts are of importance for the future campaigns that may be
undertaken by the C-U Improvement Association.

Can the Impro v ement

Association achieve success in those areas where direct public pressure
cannot be applied?

It is true that since the spring of 1961 a state

Fair

Employment Practices Law has been passed which makes it illegal for
a company employing a hundred or more people to discriminate on the
basis of race, color or creed.

However, it remains to be seen whether

this law, weak in SOme respects, will aid m opening more job opportunities
to Negroes in C-U.
Since the J. C. Penney campaign the Negro ministers have visited
a number of establishments.

Some fall into the category where direct

public pressure can be highly successful; others, where the F. E. p. law
can be applied.

However, it is certain that although the "new Negro"

of C-U will not be successful in every undertaking, his numbers will
grow and he will fight more and more for the good things in American
society.

'.

Two of the abo 've findirgs

m this study merit further consideration

because of their generial implications for collective action in protest
movements.

One relates to the transfer through individuals of training

and experJience from one social setting to another.

The other involves

the problem of ascertai ning which strata of a population in a society are
more apt to participate in a social protest movement.
As we have shown, one of the unintended consequences of the
Negro's exodus from the South and of the opening of jobs to satisfy the
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needs of the growing industrial machine, was to bring Negroes into contact
with the newly organized industrial unions.

The beginning of this contact

in the middle 1930's was concurrent with the upsurge in trade union
organization that followed the economic upswing from the depths of the
Great Depression.

The newly formed, democratically oriented C.1. O.

Unions first opened their doors to Negroes.

It was in the C.1. O. that

the "new Negro" received his "basic training" in the strategy, tactics
and organization of protest movements.

As one of the rank and file, he

watched his union leadership go through the steps of organizing and uniting
him with his fellow workers in a common effort.

He learned how an

organizational meeting is run and about strikes and picketing.

E v en

if he was disinterested or a "backslider" he was surrounded in his
occupational performance by the activities initiated by the unions.

Certain-

ly if he was deeply interested, he was given for the first time in his life
an opportunity to participate in leadership and to shape the conditions of
his labor, and he obtained a tremendous education and training, the details of which are beyond the scope of this thesis.

What is important

for this discussion is that Negroes took their experiences and the lessons
they learned from the shop and their unions into the communities in which
they lived.

It must be noted that the transfer of protest forms from one

social situation to another was not conveyed by any formal social structure
or institutional means; the training and experience were informally
transferred by individuals, and most of the time not consciously.

We
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have seen that in C-U, the Negro ministers, after they left the shops for
their spiritual calling, brought with them to C-U their training and
experiences as workers and stewards in industrial plants organized in
the C.1. 0.; and that when they sought to change the conditions of their
existence in C-U they dipped into the reservoir of their trade union
experiences and utilized its tactics.

It also must be pointed out in the

same connection that the Negro minister, whose prime responsibility it is
to develop a viable church organization, must learn the "trade" of
organizing.

Again, the minister who carne to C-U to organize congre-

gations to pray together got involved in organizing the Negro community
to protest together.

And again he borrowed from another setting, this

time the techniques necessary for a successful church organization,
and utilized them in building a successful cOIT1munity organization.
The second general implication we mentioned is the problem of
ascertaining which strata in a society are more apt to participate in a
social movement.

The protest movement in C - U, although it was

relatively successful and had the good wishes of the vast majority of
Negro people in the community, was organized and participated in by
only a fraction of the whole Negro population.

Efforts were made to

involve as many of the Negro citizenry as possible, but for the most
part those involved were the professional, the civil service worker
and in general the strata employed in jobs higher on the occupation
ladder than the sales jobs for which they were fighting.

This same

phenomenon appeared in somewhat modified form during the 1930

v"
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depression and in the subsequent upsurge in trade union organization.

It

was not until the upswing in the business cycle that workers began to
organize themsel v es into trade unions to better their conditions.

At the

height of the depression , when jobs were scarce and "sweat shop" conditions of employment pre v ailed, opportunities for union organization were
unfa v orable; workers accepted their depressed conditions and whate v er
abuse their employers imposed upon them with little protest.

Howe v er,

when jobs became more plentiful and wages began to rise, onl y then did
workers join and participate in programs pointed against management.
Trade union organizers attest that the worker at the bottom of the
industrial heap or the worker decrying conditions in the plant in which
he nonetheless continues to work is not the one who joins the union and
is acti v e in it.

From the ranks of the more educated (though not neces-

sarily formally educated) and the more skilled, and from those who are
not complete ly dis satisfied but would like to impro v e the conditions of
their labor, the most active trade unionists are recruited.

Those who

have been beaten and are downtrodden often gi v e up the struggle and
some escape to "booze" and dereliction.

The more educated and trained

ones, who ha v e higher aspirations, seek means to impro v e their initially
higher status.

In C-U it was the Negro professional, the ci v il ser v ice

worker, the high school graduate, the few who wanted a sales job and
the ministers who organized them, who made up the most effecti v e and
the hardest working elements in the victory at J. C. Penney.

In all

three social situations--the depression, the building of unions and the
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Negro protest movement in C-U --it was not the lowest strata, but rather
those among the more educated and trained of the oppressed, that mounted
the campaign to better their conditions.

This phenomenon would seem

to contradict those who hold that social protest movements--particularly
social revolutions--feed on poverty and the plight of the downtrodden
masses.

On the contrary, the indications are that social protest move-

ments are generated and manned by the more forward-looking people
who have developed some stake in their society but still aspire to a better
way of life.
In C-U the collective action that developed was a product of the
social, economic and political conditions which had matured in the industrialization of America and which were partially present in
the spring of 1961.

C-U in

The se conditions in turn brought to and / or deve loped

in C-U the "new Negro, " who ha.d already raised himself educationally,
occupationally, economically and socially above the depressed strata in
our society generally and in the C-U Negro community in particular and
who desired full citizenship in America's middle-class society.

The

new minister, armed with social and political techniques he had learned
in the church and in the unions, and insulated from the pressures of the
white community by his parishioners who were now more affluent,
united those forces in the C-U Negro ghetto struggling to be free.

With

secondary support from those of good will in the "academic community,"
C-U Negroes won sales jobs not only in J. C. Penney but in all the

major department store s in C - U.

"
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